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ready for another round?
Let us know if you're downing any Belgian brews this weekend by tweeting #brews
@The_BG_News or by posting on our Facebook page. Also, read about a Belgian beer
and chocolate tasting in the Union on Thursday night on PAGE 3
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CAMPUS

Nightingales Harvest benefits cancer
patients through extreme couponing'

BRIEF
Campus Police look into
thefts at Jerome Library
The University ftAce Department is investigating
a suspect who may have stolen 49 tans from the
Jerome Library.
Mafcom Harper is suspected for cheddng cut and
not returrix] the 49 items from the bay whie students
were away during winter break Harper b rot a student
and has no afftabn wlh the University sad Dave
Kjekneyer, Urrveraty spokesperson
The Urwersity received a tip from a staff member
at Owens Community Colege after he or she suspected tans had been were stolen from a ftrary at
that colege too
"We are sd bcbq into it" Kelmeyer said
The Unwrsity fas sol not decided what to cb in
terms of replacing the books or items stoten from the
lbraiy.Kielrreyersad

Organization aims to help reduce the 'financial burdens' of cancer patients, families

By Geoff Burns
Reporter

When Lisa Kronbach-Eisenbach
found out her best friend, Kim
Channer, was diagnosed with
stage four colon cancer at the
tail end of 2010, she knew it
was time to take action into
her own hands.
Kronbach-Eisenbach is the
founder of the non-profit orga-

nization Nightingale's Harvest.
The structure consists of people
using the system of "extreme
couponing" in order to buy food,
hygiene products and cleaning
products for cancer patients and
their families.
"Our goal is to promote food
nutrition, educate individual
and environmental cleanliness,
decrease infection during time
of treatment and lessen the cancer patients' financial burdens

MUSICAL FUSION
IN THE UNION

like stress that is diagnosed with
cancer," Kronbach-Eisenbach
said. "We do not require any
financial eligibility. I don't care
if you're rich or in the middle
class; nobody has to go through
this alone. Cancer does not need
to be a death sentence."
Casey Greene, Panhellenic
vice president of service, said
there are about 85 women
from 12 of the 13 sororities at
the University signed up to go

Classes prepare students, community
members to become disc jockeys
Many rules, regulations involved before students can put their shows on-air

Reporter

Whether a business major student
or a middle-aged local chef, any
student can become a disc jockey
at WBGU Studios in about seven
weeks by signing up for DJ classes at the University, during the
beginning of each semester,
lames Barnes, who worked at

WBGU Studios for about eight
years, is an engineer at the
University keeping the radio station operation going.
Barnes has always been interested in electronics and electricity,
even at the age of nine. He currently hosts a radio show on WBGU
Studios, Dead Air Paranormal Talk
Radio, that's composed of various
authors and guests ranging from
UFOs and guests that go hunt-

ing for Big Foot to witches talking
about paranormal things.
"Although the witches always
give us a rash that they're not
paranormal but real ... although
they are real ... it's a pagan religion," Barnes said.
In addition to having a radio
show, Barnes also teaches DJ
See DJ | Page 2

shopping on March 16 with the
Nightingale's Harvest.
"The girls have about a month
to collect as many coupons as
they can before we go shopping," Greene said. "1 thought
it would be a great idea to get
people involved, and it's such
an easy way for these people to
do service and philanthropy all

a

S,. COUPON

University Activites Organization.brings blend of pop,
rock, soul music to Union Falcon's Nest on Thursday
PHOTOS BY ABBI PARK I THE BG NEWS

The Bergamot, a duo including musicians Jillian
Speece andNathan Hoff, perform in the Falcon's
Nest in the Union on Thursday night. The University
Activities Organization hosted the event that was
free and open to students and community members.

By TaanMm Almuhanrw

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

The Bergamot combines pop, rock and soul music
into its songs. The duo has performed on WGN and
NPR. Speece and Hoff have been performing together
since about 2004, according to the group's Facebook
fan page.

CITY
BRIEF
Annual Winterf est returns
to Bowling Green
Students looking for something fun to kick
off the weekend can grab their winter gear
and head to Winterfest. This year's event will
be held from Feb. 17 to Feb. 19 and will feature
an Ice Garden along with photos and carriage
rides in the Huntington Courtyard downtown.
This homegrown festival will feature
different events stationed throughout the
city, including special events hosted by
the University, according to an email from
Convention & Visitors Bureau Director,
Wendy Stram
Winterfest is a celebration that brings winter games and other types of lively celebration
to the Bowling Green area. Some expected

events include: public skate at the BGSU Ice
Arena, a chili & chowder cook off. a dodge
ball tournament and a scavenger hunt, among
many other events. The idea was conceived
in 2008 after a conversation with Olympic
champion (1984 Sarajevo Winter Olympics)
and Bowling Green native Scott Hamilton,
according to the Winterfest website.
Winterfest also pays respect to the skating
history of the town. The events function as
a type of mini-fundraiser; the money earned
will help local youth skating/hockey club and a
number of other organizations.

I WINTERFEST
ON FACEBOOK
facebook.com/
WinterfestBG
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PULSE

SPORTS

FORUM

Taste of Broadway

Final cuts and comedy

Baseball team starts season

Mistakes are too easy What would your disc

Touring members of the
musical "Jersey Boys"
came to campus this
week. See our video to
learn what they taught
students

Two University seniors
produce and act in a YouTube
comedy series, which
overexaggerate a personal
experience they had with law
enforcement I PAGE 8

TheBGbasebal
team gets its season
underway this weekend
withadoubleheaderin
Tennessee against Kansas
and St Louts I PAGE 7

Columnist Alicia Reidel
recaps the story of
"With" and compares
it to everyday personal
issues and struggle to
change | PAGE 4

jockey show consist of?
• • Disney movie music
or "Make a Man Out
of You" 24/7 ..
BENGOLDSBERRY.
Junior
Music major

FROM THE FRONT PAGE
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FRIDAY NIGHTS
10PM til 2:30AM

SATURDAY
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;,6,5 DRINK SPECIALS
* *
S3 Pitchers/Beer!
S6 Pitchers/Mixed Drink!
3 FOR $5 Vodka Bombs!
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BLOTTER
WED., FEB. 15
1:43 P.M.
Matthew Stephen Anglemyre.
23, of Bowling Green; and
Derek Douglas Gilligan. 19. of
Perrysburg. were both cited
for posession of marijuana/
less than 100 grams within
the 1000 block of S Main St.
Anglemyre was also cited for
possession of drug paraphernalia.
3:40 P.M.
Complainant reported a
check written for $160 was
stolen and cashed within the
700 block of S. Main St.
11:15 P.M.
Lloyd Thomas Max Ellcessor.
25. of Findlay. was cited for
an open container of alcohol
within the 200 block of N.
Main St.
11:44 PM.
Joshua B. Grimm. 32. of
Grand Rapids. Ohio, was
cited for open container of
alcohol within the 200 block
of N. Main St.

THURS., FEB. 16
12:50 A.M.
Steven W. Beair. 19. of
Oregon. Ohio, was cited
for possession of marijuana;
and Megan E. McQueen.
19. of Valley City. Ohio, was
cited for underage under
the influence of alcohol near
North Summit and East Evers
streets.
IV ONLINE: Go lo bgwewscom for ihe
^o complete blotter kt

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966.

CORRECTION
In the Feb. 15 and Feb. 16 issue,
the story "Chick-fil-A attracts
controversy as possible campus food option." incorrectly
stated the next meeting time
of the Undergraduate Student
Government. It will meet
Monday, Feb. 20 at 7:30 p.m.
in Union room 308. The article
also misquoted Tobias Spears,
assistant director in the office of
Multicultural Affairs, as saying
"heteronormal." when it should
have read "heteronormatrve."

„.

DJ MANNY

18 & Up* 21 & over FREE
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel

DJ
From Page 1
classes.
The D) classes have been
going on since the station
started in order to train DJs
according to the FCC rules
and regulations, Barnes
said. Before, one had to get
a radio operators card and
take a test to be on the air,
he said.
"You would be trained but
you would also take a test
and get an FCC card... In the
old old days you had (o know
morse code in order to get in
radio," Barnes said.
Since WBGU studios is
a non-commercial public
station, the public is welcomed to join the DJ classes
as well, not just students,
he said.
"We do training classes

COUPON
From Page 1
in one. The girls are going
to gel service hours for the
day that we go shopping."
Sorority members will
be going to four different
stores in Perrysburg such
as Walmart, Giant Eagle,
Meijcr and Kroger with
as many coupons as they
can collect. KronbachEisenbach said it's important for many people to go,
SO they can get full usage
out of the coupons.
"If 1 have 156 coupons

twice a year from the beginning of the Fall semester
and beginning of the Spring
semester which last six to
seven weeks on Sundays
from 6-8 p.m... we currently
have 18 people," Barnes said.
The radio station's staff
are also involved in the DJ
classes. They discuss the
operation of the station for
the first two weeks, he said.
In the third week future
DJs learn about the FCC
rules and regulations. In the
last three weeks they sit with
Barnes and go over all the
equipment and how the station operates. Then a review
is offered, followed by a test,
Barnes said.
As part of the DJ classes participants must pass
the test, turn in a 30-minute sample of one of their
shows, show that they sat

in the mixing board playing
the music and, finally, have
been on air, he said.
Participants must also
turn in a check sheet that
confirms they stayed with
other DJs for a certain number of hours, operated the
CD player, know how to
operate the phone system
and are knowledgeable
about the overall equipment, Barnes said.
"So when they get that
signed off, they turn in their
30-minute demo and pass
the test, they then qualify
tobeaWBGUFMDJ...and
can sign up for on-air time,"
Barnes said.
However, not all participants end up joining the
station. Participants sometimes go through most of the
steps and pass the exam but
end up not finishing the rest

. playing a promo at a certain
of the requirements.
"I think some of them time followed by a PSA and
think that they're just going then a non-legal station ID
to be on the air, walk away ... plus you have to talk on
and not have to do anything the air," Barnes said.
Stephen A. Merrill was
... but they then realize that
there's more to being on the the general manager of
air than just playing music the station and is currently the faculty advisor.
and talking," Barnes said.
Zackary Bell, a junior, Merrill, who majored in
said it's great the University Telecommunication, was
has these types of classes a student at the univerbecause it sets the University sity and joined the radio
apart from other schools station during his freshman year. He currently
who don't.
"I'm sure students can has a radio show called
gain a lot from going and Connections. Connections
completing the classes," is about University and
community features as
Bell said.
In becominga DJ there are well as various music.
"WBGU Studios has difa lot of legalities and paper
work that have to be done at ferent types of music from
indie-rock to world music...
the same time, Barnes said.
"We have to do things at we try and make sure it's
a certain time ... there's a open to everything in that
clock that we go by such as sense," Merrill said.

that are the same, I need
so many people to get in
line in order to buy that
product for the food bank,"
Kronbach-Eisenbach said.
"In Perrysburg you have
two big areas like Kroger
and Giant Eagle which
allows you to use coupons
up to 99 cents everyday of
the year. Walmart takes
anyone's coupons, and we
always try to shop at places
where the best dollar is."
Christine
Talbert,
Panhellenic president, said
being involved with the
"extreme couponing" group is
something that involves effort

instead of doing another fundraiser on a Friday night and
selling food.
"This is something that
isn't common and it helps
engage members in the
community," Talbert said.
"I think that it's fantastic and is something that
is really interesting that
will definitely spark other
peoples interests as well."
Kronbach-Eisenbach
said it's always hard to get
the price down as low as
$2 because of the types of
products the organization
has to buy for the patients
and their families.

"The things that I have
to get are things that are
extremely good for their
immune system, like the
healthier types of things,"
Kronbach-Eisenbach said.
"We have to buy things like
straight cranberry juice,
and products with protein
which makes it difficult to
get the price down."
Kronbach-Eisenbach
said these families with
cancer have been motivated to stay focused on
helping patients the best
they can.
"These families with
cancer have driven all of

•

When it first started, all of the supplies bought were
saved in Lisa's own
basement.

us to do the research and
are the reason why we do
the research, so we owe
them the basic tool for
their new norm to supply
them and decrease their
chances of infection,"
Kronbach-Eisenbach said.
"We need to give them
the opportunity to take
advantage of the research
for the cure."
For more information,
there will be a meeting
on "extreme couponing"
on February 19 from 1pm
until 3pm at the Business
Administration Building
room 1007.

TIPS:

FUN FACTS;
Nightingale's
Harvest largest
amount of money saved in one
order is $1011.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Lisa's friend Kim
Channer has been
surviving her stage
four colon cancer
since November of
2010.

Purchase a 3 inch binder
Purchase baseball card plastic inserts
Choose coupon by manufacture and
expiration date
Separate everything in categories such as
dairy products, vegetables, fruits, etc.

wvvw.BGSUCampusCash.com
fremium'Meal

Text BGSU
to 96362
Get local deals sent to your phone!

Dinner Tonignt O The Oaks
Show your phone and save.
Get exclusive promos all year!

Jpe"at theGumboStat.cn..
Oed'l*"
J19.50 P'e""

*Works like standard text message.
No extra charge

CJSI>.

2 Swipes
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STUDCrTOwnipfe different brews of BelgOTbrjerTrus^

Beer-tasting event showcases Belgian brews
ByBryMiWamck
Reporter

For the February campus
Beer-Tasting event, Mike
Coomes decided to celebrate
with a Valentine's Day theme.
The monthly event, sponsored by the Dean of Students,
had a Belgium beer and chocolate selection.
"Belgium is one of the great
beer-making nations in the
world and [the beer] pairs well
with chocolate," said Coomes,

a University associate professor in Higher Education and
Student Affairs who hosted
the event. "1 think chocolate
for Valentine's Day and we
put the two together. Belgium
beers and chocolate are a
great combination."
The tasting event featured
seven different imported
beers from several breweries throughout Belgium, each
with a unique style or ingredients, Coomes said.
"The event is a nice oppor-

tunity for students to learn
something," said Samantha
Keltner, a graduate assistant
in Student Affairs. "It's a good
way for students to engage
with friends in a safe environment that encourages using
alcohol responsibly."
There were six different
categories used by the participants to score each beer on
individual characteristics.
These categories were
appearance, sound, bouquet (or aroma), taste, after-

taste and overall impression,
Coomes said. Each beer can
get a maximum of 25 points
from any one person.
But the scoring isn't a necessary part of the event. What
matters is lcarningand having
a fun experience with friends,
said Ben Pushka, a graduate
student at the University.
"It's more than just
drinking beer," he said. "Its
another avenue students
can go to expand their
knowledge. Sometimes col-

lege is about different experiences and this is another
of those experiences."
Besides the lasting and
chocolate snacks, the event
featured trivia presented
by Coomes.
"People will learn a little
bit about Belgium, a little bit
about chocolate and a bit
about beer and beer traditions," he said.
Beer is about community
and bringing people together,
Coomes said. This event's aim

is to bring people together and
teach them as well as entertain them.
Most of the beers presented
for tasting are not too well
known in the U.S. Some have
names like Urthel Hop-It
and Brouwerj Bosteels Tripel
Karmeleit.
"It's usually different than
what you will sec in American
shops," Pushka said. "Some
are very good and others, not
so much. But its great to find
that out."

FREE SENIOR PORTRAITS!
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Room 228

Don't Be Left Out!

A free portrait session automatically gets your photo
in the 2012 KEY Senior Magazine to be published in April
You'll receive four poses lo select prints if you choose.
Moke cm appointment online at www.myseniovportvait.com or walk-ins accepted.

COLUMNISTS FACE OFF

FORUM

Columnists Matthew Thacker and Mathew Davoli hosted
a town hall meeting in the Union on Thursday night. Listen
to soundbites of the meeting online at BGNEWS.COM
Friday. February 17 ■ Sunday Primary 19.2012 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What would your disc jockey show consist of?
'Rap. rock.
anything
diverse."

Top pop and
hip-hop.'

k

>VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own tata on
today's People On The

KA3K0UMII

DANHUIR
Freshman,
Management information Systems

■

l Political Science

This enemy is pretty terrifying.
She eats babies and sucks
blood, including Mr. Vane's
when he's not careful. Her
name is Lilith.
Now, the amazing thing is
that, while time and again
Mr. Vane plays the fool, he is
continually presented with
chances to turn around.
He can't change the past,
but he can change the future
for the better.
He finds that he needs
to start by changing himself and allowing himself
to be changed.
Even more shocking is the
fact that Lilith is also given
opportunities to change.
We are not given the usual
choice to see her as simply
the "bad guy."
We suddenly find ourselves reading that she may
choose to change. While the
change will clearly be more
challenging for her than Mr.
Vane, as she must change
how she has been living for
thousands of years, she is,
nevertheless, given this
opportunity.
Both Mr. Vane and Lilith
may choose to start living and making choices to
change for the better, under
the guidance of those who
have changed.
While I don't expect you
to pick up a copy of George
MacDonald's
"Lilith"
(though I highly recommend it), 1 hope that you will
accept the reminder of the
age-old advice.
Change is not easy and
making mistakes can be,
but we shouldn't remain
chained by our failings.
We need to always choose
to get back up and try again
and, by the grace of God, we
can change and live to do
what needs to be done.

Respond to Alicia at
thenews@bgnews.com

Visit us
online at

BG
NEWS.COM
THE BG NEWS
ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606
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Freshman,

Street? Ot a suggestion
a question? Give us your

lunttng
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SHELDON'S SCHEDULING CONFLICT

begins
choice
Failed the test. Said the
wrong thing. Flubbed the
presentation. Let down a
friend. We all know what it
means to mess up.
Similarly, we can recognize the temptation to give
up or to believe that we can't
fix things or do better in the
future. We can be caught in
the moment of despair.
I recently read a story that
struck me in the way it presented this familiar struggle.
The protagonist, like
Alice in Wonderland or the
Pevensie children in Narnia,
unexpectedly finds himself
in a whole new world. 1 le had
certainly never guessed that
his house led into another
dimension.
This man, Mr. Vane, begins
an adventure. In fact, he
begins a few times because
he isn't sure he wants to get
started at all.
Unlike in most stories,
in which the heroes know
pretty early on what they
need to accomplish, Mr.
Vane's librarian and guide
leaves him to figure it out
on his own. Mr. Vane is left
to wander a new world not
even knowing, at this point,
who he is — let alone where
he needs to go.
Throughout his adventure, Mr. Vane messes up. For
example, he meets some children who seem to need help.
They have mysterious
origins and can't grow up.
Mr. Vane decides to find out
what is going on with them
in order to help them and
sets off into the world.
What Mr. Vane ends up
doing is helping the enemy
of the children, at first by
accident, and then because
he's goofing up.

KATIE NOUN

SEAN CARVER

THE BG N[\YS

American addiction to comforting
lies endangers true politics

There is a former sportscaster in England who's grabbed
a few headlines in recent
years with claims that the
world is run by a conspiracy
of shape-shifting multidimensional lizard-people
he calls "reptoids." (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Davidjcke)
Not to sound judgmental,
but this is clearly crazy.
Still, I look at Mitt Romney
sometimes and wonder.
There is something
strange and unhuman
about the smiling soulless
masks our politicians create
for themselves.
It's not unique to Romney.
All politicians try to make
themselves into mythological heroes, and if they
even start to succeed, their
opponents try to make
them into mythological monsters. (Obama is a
Nobel Peace Prize-winning
saint who kills the bad
guy! No, Obama is an unAmerican, socialist, Muslim
secret agent engaged in an
open war on religion!) The
result: reptoid. Most of us
don't know these people,

AUSSA W1DMAH. MANAGING EDITOR
MAX FUY. NEWS EDITOR

and none of us knows all
of them, so politicians exist
for us as media figures —
larger than life, possibly, but
somehow empty inside.
But, of all the empty
masks out there, none is
emptier than Romney.
No one can say what this
man believes because he
has said it himself so many
different times, in so many
different ways - many of
them utterly contradictory
to each other.
He implemented universal health care in
Massachusetts using a plan
designed by the conservative Heritage Foundation —
boasted about it, held it up
as a model for the nation.
When the Obama administration actually implemented it nationwide, Romney
started to claim it was an
abomination, unconstitutional, reprehensible. When
he was trying to appeal to
voters in Massachusetts he
was passionate about his
devotion to the pro-choice
position. Now that he's talking to a different group of
voters, he claims with equal
insistence that he is pro-life.
The list goes on and
on. (Google "Romney vs.
Romney" for a long series
of entertaining videos
where Romney argues with
himself.)

A guy can change his mind
about something and still
have convictions, but that
is not Romney's account
of himself. He claims to be
a man of "steadiness and
constancy."
He rewrites the past so
that he can pretend to have
always held the beliefs he
claims to hold now. When
he was running for governor
of Massachusetts he said he
was not conservative: "I'm
someone who is moderate,
and my views are progressive," and also insisted (during his unsuccessful run for
the Senate), "I was an independent during the time of
Reagan-Bush. I'm not trying
to return to Reagan-Bush."
That was then. Now
he claims that he was a
"severely conservative" governor of Massachusetts, and
even asserts that "when I
ran for governor, there's no
question; the principles that
Ronald Reagan espoused
were the basis of my campaign."
It would be comforting,
in a way, to believe that this
conscienceless shape-shifting marks Romney as something other than human.
That's part of the appeal
of the reptoid hypothesis,
I guess.
Put the blame on the
lizards!

The grim truth is that
Romney's dishonesty, his
smiling indifference to the
suffering he has caused
(whether to people or
dogs) is what marks him as
human.
Romney's
flexible
approach to the truth says
something about his character, but it also says something about us.
After all, Romney's public identity has evolved (or
devolved) in response to
pressures from his audience. He acts this way
because voters want him
to (or he thinks they do,
anyway).
The prominence of
shameless, open and untiring liars in our political
culture is a consequence of
our addiction to comforting lies.
We need to shake that
addiction if our politics are
ever going to have any real
relationship with the policies that affect our lives.
We could start by sending Mitt Romney back
to the showers, or New
Hampshire, or the constellation of Draco, or wherever
it is that he's claiming as his
home these days.

Respond to James at
thenews@bgnews. com
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Center Field

Andrew Knbuski
Lett Field

Patrick Lancaster
Right Field

Brandon Howard
Short Stop

Tyler Wy nn
Third Base

Matthew Pitzulo
Second Base

CodyApthorpe
Pitcher

Jeremy Shay
First Base

*2012 Projected Opening Day Lineup,
according to coach Danny Schmitz

T.J.Losby
Catcher

Logan Walker
Designated Hitter

Following a 20-31 season, BG baseball team begins 2012 season with doubleheader against Kansas, Saint Louis in Tennessee
By Ry»n SatkowUk
Sports Editor

Despite the continued presence of
winter weather, the BG baseball
team's season officially begins
this weekend.
The team will head south to
Tennessee this weekend for a
Saturday doubleheader. Game one
is against Kansas, while the second
game is against Saint Louis.

"We've been working really hard
since the first day of fall practice,"
said coach Danny Schmitz, who
enters his 22nd season leading the
program. "We feel it's very important
to play this opening weekend, even
though wc are going to be on the
road, and it's going to be a challenge
for us being on the road."
The two games will be played at
different locations. The game against
Kansas, with first pitch scheduled

for 11:30 a.m., is taking place on the
campus of Belmont University in
Nashville. After the game, the team
will drive about 45 minutes south
to the campus of Middle Tennessee
State to play Saint I.ouis at 5:30 p.m..
One challenge presented to the
Falcons this season is the team's
youth. In Schmitz's projected starting
nine, only second baseman Matthew
Pitzulo and third baseman Tyler
Wynn are upperclassmen.

on Morehead State in BracketBusters
With fourth place in the MidAmerican Conference on the line,
Ohio stepped up its game.
The Bobcats went on a 20-4 run
during the last 5:32 of regulation
to pick up a 72-59 win against the
Falcons Wednesday night.
BG spent nearly the entire night
playing catch up. The Falcons held
the lead very early in the game, but
a three-pointer by DJ. Cooper with
15:29 remaining in the first half gave
the Bobcats a lead they would not
relinquish until four consecutive
made free throws — two from Dee
Brown and two from Scott Thomas

Scott
Thomas
Scored a team-high
7 points against
Ohio University

— with 6:59 to go in the second half
put BG up 53-52.
During the time Ohio was up, BG
trailed by as many as 12 points. A
three-point play from Ohio's Ricardo
Johnson gave it that lead with 14:45 to
go in the second half, but BG was able
to whittle away that advantage.
Thomas led the Falcons with 17
points, and Brown chipped in with
15. Ionic in Crawford added 11 points

BASEBALL

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Preseason poll released
With the Falcons beginning their season
Saturday, the MAC Preseason polls have been
released. BG was picked to finish third in the
MAC East behind Kent State and Miami.

Falcons defeat Buffalo
The BG women's basketball team defeated Buffalo on Wednesday night For
a recap of the game, head to our blog at
BGNewsSportsBtagblogspot.com

See BASEBALL; Page 7

Falcons enter game with one game lead in MAC

and three assists. I Iowever, BG shot
only 39.6 percent from the field,
including 22.2 percent from beyond
the three-point line.
Cooper led all scorers with 22
points on 7-of-14 shooting.
The loss ends BG's four-game win
streak and puts it at 7-5 in the MAC.
The Falcons have sole possession of
fifth place in the conference. The top
four seeds have byes in the first round
of the conference tournament.
BG will take a break from MAC
play this weekend to take part in
the Sears BracketBuster game. The
See MEN'S | Page 6

team in batting average, runs, hits,
triples, total bases, on base percent,
slugging percent and stolen bases.
Following the season, he was drafted
in the 18th round by the Toronto Blue
Jays and opted to sign a professional
contract, instead of returning for his
senior season.
Given the skill Berti brought to the

Women's basketball faces
Akron Zips on the road

BG men's basketball loses to Ohio, takes
By The BG News Sports Staff

"It wasn't unusual for us to start
anywhere between four and six
freshmen last season," Schmitz said.
"That sophomore class is going to
be key for us. They're going to have
to take that experience they gained
last year and really come in and play
major roles this year."
Complicating matters a bit is the
fact that the Falcons will have to
replace their best player in shortstop
Ion Berti. As a juniorin 2011, he led the

By Michel* Wyiodrf
Asscstant Sports Edrtor

Akron may not be an easy team
to beat.
Head coach Curt Miller said the
last couple of times theyplayedAkron
on the road they escaped with some
games they shouldn't have won.
"If we can find a way to win at
Akron ... it would do a tremendous
amount for our confidence," Miller
said. "We knew from the beginning
this would be a really tough game."
He keeps reminding players that
they have to take their schedule one
game at a time, and with being on

the road for the next two games, they
have to stay focused.
"Ithink tough tests down the stretch
can only make you better going into
the tournament" Miller said.
The Falcons will arrive in Akron
on Saturday for their second contest
this season.
The last time the Falcons played
Akron, the Falcons won 62-58, but
they had home court advantage. This
time, they won't have such luck.
In the Mid-American Conference,
Akron's record is 6-6 and is led by
See WOMEN'S | Page 6
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CAM WOJTALA BG forward, battles for a puck in the corner during BG's 2-0 loss to Northern Michigan this past weekend

the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.

BG hockey heads north to
face off against Ferris State
By Matt Ny*
Reporter

The BG hockey team is traveling up to Big Rapids. Mich,
for a weekend series against
the No. 1 ranked Ferris Stale
Bulldogs this weekend.
Both games will start at
7:05 p.m.
The last time the Falcons
defeated a No. 1 ranked team
was back in the 2007-08 season
against the Miami Redhawks.
They won 4-2 behind two goals
from Jacob Cepis and stellar
play by goalie limmy Spratt.
This is the first lime this
season BG will play the No. 1
team in the nation. The highest ranked team they have
played was Ohio State at No.
3. BG recorded two shootout
victories in the series.
However, Ferris State has
owned BG recently, having
a six-game winning streak

MEN'S
From Page 5
BracketBuster features 71
games with teams from
mid-major
conference
that are looking to bolster
their resumes for an atlarge berth to the NCAA
tournament.
For this, the Falcons will

against the Falcons. The last
BG win came in 2009, and they
haven't beaten the Bulldogs on
the road since 2007.
The Falcons (9-18-5,4-16-43 Central Collegiate Hockey
Association) are coming off
a rough weekend. They got
swept at home by Northern
Michigan and didn't look
ready to play in game one of
the weekend series. They look
to possess a short memory and
prepare for the Bulldogs in
another tough series.
On the other hand, the
Bulldogs are coming off a great
weekend and a sweep of Notre
Dame. They jumped all the
way up to No. 1 from No. 6 after
this weekend's domination of
Notre Dame.
Earlier in the season, the
Bulldogs came to the BGSU
Ice Arena and trounced
the Falcons in the weekend
series. The first game was a

take on Morehead State on
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
Stroh Center. The Eagles,
from the Ohio Valley conference, are 15-13 on the season.
lust a few weeks ago, the
Eagles took then-undefeated
No. 12 Murray State down
to the wire, losing 66-60 in a
game the Eagles at one point
led by nine.

has a record of 15-4-2 this
season with a 2.18 goalsagainst-average. He also has
a .923 saves percentage with
three shutouts. One of his
shutouts came earlier this
season against the Falcons,
and he is one win away from
30 career wins.
Ferris State is ranked third
in the CCHA in scoring, but is
ranked first in goals allowed.
Their defense is stout on all
fronts just giving up 2.19 goalsper-game.
"They have depth up front,
and the guys in the back end
are playing really good hockey," Bergeron said. "They just
make it difficult to score.
Their brand of play is relentless, and they play a tough
checking type of hockey. This
series will come down to special teams, and we just need
to be simple and not give
them anything."

WOMEN'S

both Chrissy Steffen and Alexis
Rogers had double-doubles on
the night, both scoringat least 13
points with 12 rebounds apiece.
With its win on Wednesday,
BG clinched a top-four seed in
the MAC tournament.
The Falcons and the Zips are
scheduled to tipoff in Rhodes
Arena at 2 p.m. to begin their
first of two games away from
the Stroh.

Rachel Tecca who averages
17 points and 7.6 rebounds
per game.
BG continues to have multiple players score in double digits. Just this past game against
Buffalo, Jessica Slagle led the
Falcons with 19 points, while
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles (or FREE.

4-0 shutout, and the second
game was a 5-3 win, with BG
goalie Andrew Hammond
being pulled early after
allowing three goals in the
first 12 minutes of play.At the
end of the game, the frustration came out in the Falcons
as a scrum between players
took place.
"This is going to be a physical series," said BG coach
Chris Bergeron. "These are
two teams that don't like each
other very much."
Ferris State (20-8-4, 14-6-1
CCHA) has five players with
20 or more points this season.
Senior lordie Johnston leads
the team with 28 points. His
16 goals rank second in the
CCHA. and Kyle Bonis has
15 goals, which ranks third.
Senior Chad Billins leads their
defense in scoring with 25
points this season.
Senior goalie Taylor Nelson

From Page 5
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BG gymnastics begins
brieft non-league stint
ByDanMSwm

Dawn
Christman
Scored a 9.9 on
floor exercise
last week

Reporter

The BG gymnastics team
embarks on its first of four
consecutive away meets
Saturday, facing a tough
non-conference matchup
against Pittsburgh.
The team looks to continue
its momentum after a seasonhigh 193.975 showing against
Northern Illinois, highlighted
by Dawn Christman's careerhigh 9.9 on floor exercise.
Coach Kerrie Beach
believes the team is in great
physical shape, and that it
will be the details that make
the difference heading in to
the second half of the season.
"That certainly wasn't a
perfect meet for us," Beach
said. "Obviously we counted
a fall on beam and took some
steps on some landings. We
could really save ourselves
some points with stuck dismounts, particularly on
beam and bars."

The Falcons breached
a considerable hurdle last
week, hitting a full uneven
bars rotation for the first time
this season. That newfound
confidence will be key to the
team's success in Pittsburgh,
where they will begin the
meet on bars.
BG's prospects on bars
look bright, as the team now
boasts eight gymnasts with
competitive routines. Beach
says competition among the
gymnasts for the six lineup
spots can only make the
team better.
"We're still working out
who our six are," she said.
"We've got eight routines
See GYM | Page 7
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Men's golf finishes eighth in
MAC Match Play tournament
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Reporter

"They all had great attitudes and I like
the way we hung in there and didn't
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NIKKICHIRICOSTA BG tennis player, returns a serve during BGs 7-0 win against Chicago State earlier this season

BG tennis returns home
to take on Louisville
By Nata Ooolin
Reporter

The Falcons return to the nest
Saturday evening to host their
third home dual match of the
season inside the Perrysburg
Tennis Center against the
University of Louisville.
BG holds a 3-2 record and
will look to banish its two
game losing streak that has
hindered its true value of
performance.
All seven Falcons thus far
have combined for a winning percentage of 71.8 percent in singles play and have
achieved an 84-33 record. BG
is 20-10 in singles in the dual
matches and every roster
member has won at least 65.5
percent of their matches.
Nikki Ghiricosta was

BASEBALL

named
Mid-American
Conference Player of the
Week on Feb. 15. Chiricosta
earned the title for her efforts
against Michigan State
University capturing an 8-5
win with teammate Mary
Hill and by posting a 6-4,6-0
score against her opponent in
singles play.
This marks the second lime
in her career — both coming
in the last four weeks — thai
she has earned the award.
Coming into Saturday's
match. Mary Hill and
Emily Reuland each are
coming on strong, picking
up wins in four of the last
five single matches.
Maddy Eccleston and
Jessica Easdale follow close
behind by both having won
three of their last four match-

es. All three doubles teams
have notably taken three of
their last five matches.
Keuland leads the Falcons
with 29 wins on the season,
followed by Eccleston at 28
and 1 lill at 27 to round out the
lop three.
Sizing up the Cardinals,
Louisville holds a 3-3 record
going into Friday's match
against the perfect 8-0
Akron Zips.
The Cardinals are 3-1 at
home and 0-2 on the road.
Louisville leads the all-lime
series with the Falcons 2-0.
The Cardinals defeated the
Falcons two years ago 5-2 and
last year put up a 7-0 victory.
Concluding Saturday's
match, the Falcons will
hit the road for the next
three matches.

"We feel it's very important to play this

From Page 5

opening weekend, even though we are
table, Schmitz said il would be
difficult to ask one player to
try to replace Berti's production. Rather, Schmitz said he
expects the entire learn to help
pick up the slack.
Starting the opener will
be junior Cody Apthorpe,
who excelled as the team's
Friday starter lasl season.
After a rough freshman
season in 2010, Apthorpe
finished third on the learn
with a 4.42 earned run
average in 2011. His 73 1/3
innings pitched last season

GYM
From Page 6

right now that are training
well. We're just trying to find
the most consistent lineup so
that we're going over there nol
looking at any falls and really
getting credit for every skill
that they can do."
With several gymnasts
training more difficult
vaults, Beach sees the potential for her team to score well
over the 194 mark in coming weeks. The team has
already eclipsed last year's

«
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going to be on the road, and it's going to
be a challenge for us being on the road."
Danny Schmitz | BG Baseball Coach

was good for second on the
team, while he led BG with
two complete games.
"He was our No. 1 starter last year, and that will
not change for this year,"
Schmitz said.
Ethan McKenney, who
started only two games for BG
last season, will start game two

for the Falcons this weekend.
Nick 1111111-.. one of the
team's three captains,
along with Pitzulo and
Aplhorpe, will be the team's
primary closer, Schmitz
said. Bruns appeared in 17
games last season, starting 12, and posted a 7.35
earned run average.

season-high of 193.8, scored
at Kentucky.
At the moment, Beach is
focused on helping individual
gymnasts up their scores on
certain events — including
Amanda Lievendag on bars
and Jamilah Ali on floor.
"Amanda hasn't had a lot
of competition experience,"
she said. "I feel like it's going
to be really important that
we put her in some pressure situations and make her
sweat a little bit before she
gets up there.
"lamilah's only competed
thai floor routine twice, so we

have to see if the double pike
at the end works for her. If she
does a good job in practice, she
should be able to do thai in a
meet. We'd love to see her put
up a big score on that event."
While Pittsburgh and BG are
close in the rankings, Beach
says she is more concerned
with her team continuing lo
mak progress than she is with
the opponent.
"I feel we're going to do a
lot better now that they've recognized thai they are strong
on every event," Beach said.
"That's the goal, and that's
what we're focused on."
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It was a tough 2012 opener
for the BG men's golf team
as it took an eighth place
finish at the Mid-American
Conference Match Play tournament this week.
The event, hosted by Ball
State, was held at Lake lovita
Golf Course in Dade City. Fla.
The Falcons, listed as a
sixth seed entering the tournament, dropped three
straight matches 10 Eastern
Michigan (6-0). Akron (4-2)
and Ohio (5-1).
All seeds for the MAC
Match Play were based on
results from the fall schedule of 2011.
"It was a great event and
Ball State did a wonderful
job hosting it," said coach
Garry Winger. "It was cold on
Sunday where players were
wearing hats and gloves, but it
was a great experience overall
seeing how we haven't played
in a match play event."
On day one, after a frost
delay and being swept by
Eastern Michigan, die Falcons
were in a heated battle with
the Akron Zips. The two
teams were locked in at a 2-2
tie with the matches of Parker
Hewit vs. Cameron Simmons
and Charlie Olsen vs. Ryan
Mason lo finish. Hewit and
Simmons were tied going into
the 18th hole, and Olsen had

stop competing."
Garry Winger | BG Men's Golf Coach

just won the 16th hole to get
Ohio would be the last
opponent that day and for tlie
his match back lo even.
Unfortunately for the tournament for the Falcons.
enough,
Falcons, Hewit bogeyed the Interestingly
18th hole, giving the Zips the although BG had just suf3-2 advantage. However. BG fered a tough loss lo Akron,
wasn't dead yet, because if the Bobcats also took a close
Olsen could win his match, lossoflheirowntolhe Toledo
BG would tie Akron 3-3 but Rockets 3.5-2.5 where all
win the lie breaker because of matches went at least 17 holes.
Nonetheless, the Bobcats
Chris Mehan's decisive 8 and
held their composure and
7 victory over Miguel Meyer.
Olsen and Mason pushed defeated the Falcons 5-1.
on the 17th. hole giving Olsen Hewit earned the lone victory
for BG by defeating Byron
one final shot on the 18th.
If this wasn't enough sus- Firestone 2 and 1.
"I'm very proud of our guys
pense for the Falcons or Zips,
sunlight became an issue. for never quitting," Winger
The match between the No. 1 said. "They all had great altiseeds for each team was sus- tudes, and I like the way we
pended because of darkness hung in there and didn't stop
and play resumed early the competing."
Ball Slate won the match
next day.
After the sun came up the play as the No. 1 seed by
next day, the tides would nol knocking off Ohio (4.5-1.5),
turn in BGs favor. Mason hit Northern Illinois (3.5-2.5) and
a brilliant 5-iron shot close to Eastern Michigan (3.5-2.5).
BG will return to the links
the hole on the 18th hole and
defeated Olsen in the match in a monlh as the Falcons
1-up, sealing the victory for travel to Pauma Valley, Calif,
for the Triumph at Pauma
the Zips over the Falcons 4-2.
In addition to Mervin's 8 Valley tournament. I'he
and 7 win over Meyer was event lakes place a( Pauma
Wes Gales over Harry Whinle Valley Country Club from
4 and 2.
March 12-13.

BG softball to play four games
in Hilltopper Spring Classic
By Ethan Eaatarwood

"It allows us to have depth on our

Reporter

pitching staff. You play the first game
With impressive pitching
and hitting performances,
the BG soflball team will
hope lo continue their success as they head to Bowling
Green, Ky. on Friday.
The Falcons are set to
play Indiana State, Western
Kentucky,
Morehead
State and Murray State
Universities at the Hilltopper
Spring Classic.
Despite the Falcon's most
recent game in Alabama
having been canceled due to
sub-freezing temperatures,
the forecast for the Kentucky
Tournament calls for the
temperature to be in the
high 50s.
Freshman Paris Imholz
is coming off two fantastic games against Alabama
State and Wright State, only
giving up four hits in her
first two starts. Imholz will
be looked upon again along
with the Falcons' three
other pitchers.
Hannah Fulk and Paige
Berger both enter this tour-

and figure out what you did in that
game, and then you have another seven
players ready for the second."
Shannon Salsburg | BG Softball Coach

nament on Ihree-game hitting streaks.
The
games
against
Morehead Stale and Murray
State will be played backto-back Saturday morning.
Coach Shannon Salsburg
feels this is a great preparation for Mid-American
Conference play, as most
of the Falcons' MAC games
come on double headers.
"It's actually a great
preparation for the MAC,"
Salsburg said. "It allows us to
have depth on our pitching
staff. You play the first game
and figure out what you did
in thai game, and then you
have another seven players
ready for the second."
One of the team's biggest
strengths is their aggressive-

Heinzsite Apts.
710 N. Enterprise

18c2bdrms
dishwasher/disposal
Air condition/2bds has w/d in unit
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

ness and ability 10 manufacture runs, Salsburg said.
This will be something the
team will rely on throughout the season and into this
Tournament.
Up first for the Falcons
will be Indiana Stale Friday
morning, followed by
the home team Western
Kentucky
which
has
always been a consistently
strong program. Western
Kentucky, who upset top-5
learn Michigan lasl year,
will be a good challenge for
the Falcons.
"Respect all, fear none,"
Salsburg said looking ahead
at the matchups while
holding a strong belief that
anyone can beat anyone.
"That's softball."
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1082 Fairview

l,2,&3bdrms
Carports
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New silent film
revives genre
"The Artist" increases interest, provides opportunity
By Madalin* Fining
Pulse Reporter
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The release of the silent film "The
Artist" allows modern-day moviegoers a chance to experience
film history.
"I'm hoping that those who see
'The Artist' will be motivated to
explore silent films," said Brett
Holden, associate curator of the Gish
Film Theater. "Introducing a new
generation of moviegoers to film's
important, historic past is critical in
my eyes."
"The Artist," which has earned
10 Academy Award nominations,
including Best Picture, isn't just a
movie, but an opportunity.
"Not only does I'The Artist'] open
up opportunities for them to broaden
their understanding and appreciation of film as an artistic medium, it
helps encourage discussions about
film as a complex, creative process,
as well as a multi-billion dollar industry," Holden said.
Mat Oleksiak, a junior, had positive things to say about the new
silent film.
"I thought 'The Artist' was a pretty
good movie," Oleksiak said. "It was
funny, and I liked how they tried to
revive an older style."
Actors during the silent era were
making the transition from the
theater stage to the silver screen,
bringing along stage-oriented acting techniques, said Mark Bernard,
instructor of theatre and film at
the University.
The techniques were drastically different from the internalized
methods used today. The combination of stage actors and silent restrictions produced a style of acting that
focused on facial expressions and

larger than life gestures for greater
emphasis, Bernard said.
Actors in the world of film today
have developed a style of acting that
embodies real-life behavior rather
than the dramatic theatrical methods silent actors were required to use.
On-screen intertitles, or text to
explain plot details in silent films,
allowed the viewer to follow the plot
easier and also showcase the first
glimpse of script writing in film,
Bernard said.
The lack of sound did not inhibit
filmmakers but allowed them to
develop what Bernard refers to as
"a grammar that was sophisticated
and metaphors that relied on editing techniques."
The combination of the lack of
sound and addition of text requires
more from the audience than what
current moviegoers are accustomed to.
"It was always a struggle, with
my Introduction to Film History
students, to keep them engaged,"
Bernard said. "They were constantly texting, which made it impossible
to follow a film with no sound."
Oleksiak found no trouble when
watching "The Artist."
"It wasn't at all hard to follow;
I used to be a film major so I've
had experience with silent films,"
Oleksiak said.
The Gish can offer students
the option to view silent films on
campus.
For more information on screenings visit www.bgsu.edu/gish.
"One of the films just might have
a profound impact upon how [the
audience] view film, themselves or
maybe even our world in general,"
Holden said.

Movies make comic books
relatable to new audience
On-screen adaptations of heroes earn high profits
ByTaraK.ll.r

comic books," Ostrowski said.
"This isn't mindless entertainment. They're thinking about it
In the past few years, more comic as a story art, and it's an art form
book superheroes are jumping off based on money."
the page and onto the big screen
In addition to already poputhan ever before.
lar superheroes like Batman,
Movie studios like Marvel are Superman and Spider-man who
some of the players responsible for have been introduced on-film,
adapting popular comic books to new comic book characters have
film and earning a record-break- recently made their way onscreen.
ing profit, said Lucas Ostrowski, an
"Five years ago, people didn't
instructor in the theatre and film know who Iron Man was," Coletta
department. This trend is rein- said. "Now everybody knows
troducing comic books to a big- Robert Downey Jr. played him in
ger audience and helping the film the movie."
industry at the same time.
Although the two "Iron Man"
"Comics deal with universal movies were successful at the
themes like evil trying to attack," box office, lesser-known superOstrowski said. "Like all stories, hero comics don't translate well
they have a beginning, middle onscreen and make a profit,
and end."
Ostrowski said.
Although the superhero comics
"Success depends on how
feature characters with enhanced cinematic the characters are,"
abilities, the publications are still Ostrowski said. '"The Green
relatable to children and adults Lantern' wasn't worth the price.
alike, Ostrowski said.
It stuck too closely to the source
"Not all of us are millionaire material."
playboys like Batman," Ostrowski
Sophomore Steve Famiano said
said. "But we all want to do our he read some comic books when
part to help out. We've all been he was younger, but now prefers
downtrodden."
the movie versions.
The advanced technology that
"The movies are more realistoday's movies have make the tic," Famiano said. "There's more
comic to film translations more of a demand for them. People
successful at adapting the charac- aren't going to buy comic books
ters, Ostrowski said.
nowadays."
"This new movie-making techWhether the superhero tale is
nology actually makes superhe- being told in comic book format
ro things happen," said Charles or in a movie version, people will
Coletta, an instructor in the pop- still find them interesting and
ular culture department. "People relatable.
are now really responding to
"People could imagine themthese heroes."
selves being Peter Parker, some
Although the basis of the stories scrawny guy, and then girls payoriginated in comic books, film- ing attention to him once he
makers can add their own artistic becomes Spider-man," Coletta
spin to the series, Ostrowski said.
said. "Superheroes are here to stay
"Filmmakers are inspired by in one form or another."
Pulse Repoitei
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RIVER ROUBAIX, a University alumnus, galheis with University students who helped him cieate independent Western film "Whitehorse Revelations"

University alumnus produces
movie based on dream vision
By Jamar Dunson
Pulse Reporter

Almost everyone has had a vision
in their dreams, but for River
Roubaix, it was one that inspired
and encouraged him to act on it
and make it a reality.
Roubaix's vision has transformed into a full-length independent Western movie, which he calls
"Whitehorse Revelations."
Originally called "White Horse,"
the film is about a young woman in
Texas who discovers a mysterious
rancher who is haunted by a white
horse, according to a synopsis of
the film.
The story came to Roubaix, who
wrote the film, from a vision. He

wrote the plot through the voice
of the characters in hi* vision,
Roubaix said. Roubaix's loss of a
family member also motivated
him to write the story.
The ideal horse for his vision is
Santiago, a white Andalusian.
In order to find the horse,
Roubaix traveled to Streator, III.
The horse is a world-famous stallion who has won awards shows
around the country and was even
owned by Budweiser at one point.
The horse in the film is a quarter million dollar Andalusian
and is now owned by Rothrock
Andalusian near Streator, Roubaix
said,
Roubaix's personal horse,
Sherman, who is also in the film,
is a standardbred who has been

in movies and is now a retired
racehorse. Roubaix filmed
some of the movie in Streator,
and he filmed more of it on the
University campus.
Roubaix chose the University's
campus because he is an alumnus
and has family who attended the
University as well.
Roubaix even recruited some of
the students from the University
film department to help him produce the movie. He wanted to get
some students in the movie in
order to help them get experience
producing a film.
Some of the students hired
were assistant cameraman Larry
Marshall, editor Graham Haas and
See WHITE | Page 10
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2012: Predictions for this year's best and worst films
ByNMhanEUonich
Assistant Web Editof

liked, such as "Transformers: Dark of the Mooa" "The Thing"
and "The Green Hornet"
What surprised me the most about 2011 were the nonconventional movies that have been nominated for Academy Awards.
"The Artist," a black and white silent film, (something unusual
for this day and age,) has been nominated for Best Picture and
looks like it may walk away with the award. It's films like these
that break the conventional mold of Hollywood and showcase
brilliant works of cinematography. I truly enjoy the risk filmmak-

With the Academy Awards just one week away, I thought this
would be a great opportunity to reflect on what I thought
were this past year's triumphs and flops in cinema, and look
forward to what 2012 has in store for the moviegoing masses.
There were many movies that 1 enjoyed in 2011 such as
"X-Men: First Class," "Mission: Impossible — Ghost Protocol"
and "The Muppets." Then there were movies 1 completely dis-

See opening night successes

Save your money

1. "Prometheus'—6/8
2. "The Hobbit: An Unexpected loumey" —12/14
3. "The Avengers"—5/4
4. "The HungerGames"—3/23
5. "The Bourne Legacy"—8/3

1. "Minor Mirror"—3/30
2. "The Dark Knight Rises"—7/20
3.'The Raven"—4/27
4"MeninBlack3"—5/25
5. "Battleship"—5/18

"Prometheus"
The film that I'm probably most excited for this year is Ridley
Scott's "Prometheus." CharlizeTheron ("Monster") and Michael
Fassbender ("Inglorious Basterds") lead the way in this deep
space Mil: horror flick as a group of scientists searching for the
origins of mankind on Earth. While Scott said the film is not
a prequel to his genre defining "Alien" franchise, it does have
subtle hints that I'm sure fanboys everywhere will enjoy.
"The Hobbit: An Unexpected loumey"
With Peter Jackson back at the helm, The Hobbit: An
Unexpected lourney," the prequel to his monumentally successful "Lord of the Rings" trilogy, looks to be the movie to see this
holiday season. Starring Martin Freeman ("Hitchhikers' Guide
to the Galaxy"), Ian McKellen ("The Lord of the Rings") and
Richard Armitage ("Captain America: The First Avenger"), the
action and adventure that made "The Lord of the Rings" so good
looks to radiate throughout these two prequel installments.

"Mirror Mirror"
In what looks to be possibly one of the worst movies of 2012,
"Mirror Mirror" stars up-and-coming actress I jly Collins ("The
Blind Side") as Snow White and Julia Roberts ("Pretty Woman")
as the Evil Queen. The film looks as if it appeals to a younger
audience with its style of humor and gags. With "Snow White
and the Huntsman" starring Kristen Stewart, Chris Hemsworth
and Charlize Theron coming out this summer I'd save your
money and see that film instead.
"The Dark Knight Rises"
This film is really up in the air for me, and I'm sure my opinion
will cause some controversy. With a stellar cast that includes
Christian Bale ("The Dark Knight"), Tom Hardy ("Inception")
and Anne Hathaway ("The Devil Wears Prada") it has the
potential to be great. However with all the hype that this film
is receiving and the standards it has to live up to, I don't believe
Christopher Nolan will pull it off.

Trailers promote films, capture Y0UTUBE
From Page 8

viewer attention
Ticket sales prioritized over film interpretation, artistic elements
By Dana* King
Pulse Edrtot

Explosions, flashes of horror,
one-liners — the first scenes
released from a movie are
meant to build anticipation
for the full-length film.
"If it's a big movie, the trailer
is released the year before to
plant the seed and get people
to anticipate it." said Mark
Bernard, an instructor of theatre and film at the University.
Trailers, which are a part
of marketing for a film, are
never an afterthought in the
process of movie production,
Bernard said.
Movies are often not greenlighted without marketing
plans, Bernard said. The making of trailers is done during
the filmmaking process itself.
"Teaser trailers are shot
and edited together while
the film is still being made,"
Bernard said.
Despite the processes
being paired, trailer scenes
are not an afterthought;
the movie schedule is built
around scenes for the trailer,
Bernard said.
While directors control

m

the content in the full-length
film, a marketing company
usually controls the production of the trailer.
"Very rarely do they let a
director do anything with the
trailer," Bernard said. "They
woukl be too artistic and want
it to be a work of art"
Trailers aren't meant to be
art; they're just used to sell
the movie.
While trailers try to sell tickets, they can also end up misrepresenting what the film is
about. Bernard said.
"Movies are often misrepresented on purpose," Bernard
said. "To try and make it look
good. People who make trailers just want to make money."
Ben Measor, a film production major, has experienced misrepresentation of
films by their trailers. Since
then, he looks at trailers a
little differently.
"I try not to let the trailer
be the say-all about how I feel
about the movie," Measor
said.
Junior film production and
economics major Courtney
Hutton takes an interest in
how movie trailers affect the
success of a film.

"Movie trailers have gotten progressively longer and
raise viewers' expectations of
the film," Hutton said. "Movie
trailers are a very powerful
promotional tool"
A good trailer that sells a
movie but doesn't misrepresent it needs three things,
Bernard said.
The trailer needs to make
the story somewhat clear,
foreground the celebrities and
have a visual hook, he said.
"A movie trailer is nothing without a visual hook,"
Bernard said. "It's the most
powerful and illusive aspect."
A visual hook should be
"iconic from the everyday,"
he continued. "It should be
the image people see in their
minds when they think of
the movie."
The Internet has changed
several things in the film
industry, Bernard said, but
has only made trailers more
important as well as more
accessible.
"With everything that's
changing in the film industry,
the addiction and interest in
trailers has not." Bernard said.
"The Internet has made trailers more popular."
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ers take in these releases.
We also saw a big push toward 3-D film production in 2011 as
it increased more than 50 percent regardless of poor sales compared to non-3-D showings, based on the number of 3-D movies
released in 2010 compared to 2011.
With ticket prices that are three to four dollars more than standard ticket prices, who can blame audiences for not attending
3-D movies? But with the Academy Award nominees released,
and 2011 in our past, it's time to look at what 2012 has in store.
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class for school and found
inspiration.
" I worked on a silent movie
called "The Exchange" that
also was on my Facebook
page that people seemed to
really enjoy," he said.
He continued to be
inspired after the amount of
feedback he got online.
"I then made a project
title sequence for another class and posted it on
my Facebook page too,"
Kallenborn said. "I got
feedback off of this short
clip also, which made me
wonder what people would
think about other funny
ideas 1 had."
He said he has been told
his ideas were really creative, and once he finally put
them into action, he loved
seeing all his hard work and
creativity brought to life.
"I love entertaining people, and making them laugh
is a highlight of all this."
Kallenborn said.
Kallenborn didn't work
alone — his partner, senior
Russian major Misha Tot,
helped with acting and camera work. The filming of the
sfiow took place around the
city of Bowling Green as well
as on campus.
"We work really well
together because our ideas
go off of one another's,
which was one aspect that

helped us come up with
the plot and storyline of the
show." Tot said.
Kallenborn and Tot play
two overambitious cops in
Bowling Green who detest
crime so much they will
do whatever it takes to
fight it. Kallenbom's cop
name is John Dogood and
Misha's cop name is Richard
I lungwell.
The videos are available
on YouTube and can be
found by searching "BGPD."
Tot said there is a series
of three videos on YouTube
now, and the fourth one is
out Friday.
"We plan on having at
least a series of 10 videos for
season one," Tot said. "Then
begin to work on season
two."
Although Tot's major is
unrelated to film production, his plan is to move to
I Iollywood one day.
"I would like to pursue a
job that has to do with movie
production because I enjoy
making people laugh from
the series we arc working on
now," he said.
Tot and Kallenborn had
help from friends willing
to work. Their cameraman,
freshman Matt Stiltner,
helps film every show.
"I enjoy being the cameraman because it's a lot
safer than being out there,"
Stiltner said. "Plus, it's
always funny watching my
friends make these videos."
Stiltner, as well as the rest

of the cast working on the
show, were all contacted
by Kallenborn to produce
these shows.
"It's really nice because
my friends donate their time
to help make these videos
a success," Kallenborn said.
Tot said once people started hearing about the videos
being made, their friends
and random fans would
come to them to donate
everything they needed for
the videos.
"It was crazy; we didn't
have to buy a single thing,"
Tot said. "Friends and viewers just started donating
things we needed for our
show, which was awesome.
I have a box full of wigs just
sitting in my room."
Kallenborn and Tot are
already planning their next
season and have many ideas
for their viewers.
"We already have a poster
made, and we are about to
make another one that's a little better with other important supporting actors," Tot
said. "Everyone is excited to
come back and film again."
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New silent film
revives genre
"The Artist" increases interest, provides opportunity
By Madeline Fcning
Pulse Reporter

The release of the silent film "The
Artist" allows modern-day moviegoers a chance to experience
film history.
"I'm hoping that those who see
'The Artist' will be motivated to
explore silent films," said Brett
1 lolilen, associate curator of the dish
lilm Theater, "Introducing a new
generation of moviegoers III film's
important historic past is critical in

my eyes."
The Artist," which has earned
10 Academy Award nominations,
including Best Picture, isn't just a
movie, but an opportunity.
"Not only does |' Ihc Artist] open

up opportunities for them to broaden

ByAbbyW.l.h
Puke Reporter

For Michael Kallenborn, one big joke turned into
something much larger than he expected.
ThejokewasbasedoffofanexperienceKallenborn
had with a friend involving law enforcement and
led him to produce videos that overdramatized
the experience.
"1 was bored the last two days of 'exams laWt

semester and
Whv don't we make a video for
fun?" Kallt
id.
Kallenborn.l
ior film production major at
the Uim ei sity,nigaii making funny videos with
a comic tuist-ftat pijiK1- backed off a personal
expcrinn e.
.">■_.
He became interested in lilm production when
he stalled in expStienir lilm making in a film
wVOWTUBE
MOILY MCFADDIN

their understanding and appreciation of film as an artistic medium, it
helps encourage discussions about
film as a complex, creative process,
as well as a multi-billion dollar industry," I lolden said.
Mat Oleksiak, a junior, had positive things to say about the new
silent film
"I thought the Artist' was a pretty
good movie, Oleksiak said. "It was
funny, and 1 liked how they tried to
revive an older style."
Actors during the silent era were
making the transition from the
theater stage to the silver screen,
bringing along stage-oriented acting techniques, said Mark Bernard,
instructor of theatre and film at
the University.
The techniques were drastically different from the internalized
methods used today. The combination of stage actors and silent restrictions produced a style of acting that
focused on facial expressions and

ovies make comic books
0"

datable to new audience

larger than life gestures for greater
emphasis, Bernard said.
Actors in the world of film today
have developed a style of acting that
embodies real-life behavior rather
than the dramatic theatrical methi ills silent actors were required to use.
On-screen intertitles, or text to
explain plot details in silent films,
allowed the viewer to follow the plot
easier and also showcase the first
glimpse of script writing in film,
Bernard said.
The lack of sound did not inhibit
filmmakers but allowed them to
develop what Bernard refers to as
"a grammar that was sophisticated
and metaphors that relied on editing techniques.''
The combination of the lack of
sound and addition of text requires
more from the audience than what
current moviegoers are accustomed to.
"It was always a struggle, with
my Introduction to lilm History
Students, to keep them engaged,"
Bernard said. "They were constantly texting. which made it impossible
to follow a film with no sound."
Oleksiak found no trouble when
watching "The Artist."
"It wasn't at all hard to follow;
I used to be a film major so I've
had experience with silent films,"
Oleksiak said.
I he dish can offer students
the option to view silent films on
campus.
For more information on screenings visit www bgsu.edu/gish.
"One of the films just might have
a profound impact upon how |the
audience] view film, themselves or
maybe even our world in general,"
I lolden said.
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On-screen adaptations of heroes earn high profits
By Tara Keller

In the pasi few years, more comic
book superheroes are lumping off
the page ami onto the big screen
than ever before,
Movie sindiiis like Marvel are
some ol the playeis lespnnsible for
adapting popular comic hooks to
film and earning a record-breaking profit, said Lucas Ostrowski, an
instructor in the theatre and film
department. This trend is rein
traducing comic books to a bigger audience and helping the film
industry at the same time.
"Comics deal with universal
themes like evil trying to attack,"
Ostrowski said. "Like all stories.
they have a beginning, middle
and end."
Although the superhero comics
feature characters with enhanced
abilities, the publications are still
relatable to children and adults
alike Ostrowski said.
.Not all of us are millionaire
playboys like Batman," Ostrowski
said "lint we all want to do our
part lo help out. We've all been
downtrodden."
Hie advanced technology that
today's movies have make the
comic to film translations more
successful al adapting the characters. Ostrowski said
I his new movie-making technology actually makes superhero things happen." said Charles
doletta. an instructor in the popular culture department. "People
are now really responding to
these heroes."
Although the basis of the stories
originated in comic books, filmmakers can add their own artistic
spin to the series, Ostrowski said.
"Filmmakers are inspired by

comic books." Ostrowski said.
This isn't mindless entertainment. I hey re thinking about it
as a story art, and it's an art form
based on money."
In addition to already popular superheroes like Batman,
Superman and Spider-man who
have been introduced on-lilm,
new comic hook characters have
recently made their way onscreen.
"live years ago, people didn't
know who Iron Man was," (loletta
said. "Now everybody knows
Hubert Downey Jr. played him in
the movie."
Although the two "Iron Man"
movies were successful at the
box office, lesser-known superhero comics don't translate well
onscreen and make a profit,
Ostrowski said.
"Success depends on how
cinematic the characters are,"
Ostrowski said. "The Green
Lantern' wasn't worth the price.
It stuck too closely to the source
material."
Sophomore Steve Famiano said
he read some comic books when
he was younger, but now prefers
the movie versions.
"The movies are more realistic," Famiano said. "There's more
of a demand for them. People
aren't going to buy comic books
nowadays."
Whether the superhero tale is
being told in comic book format
or in a movie version, people will
still find them interesting and
relatable.
"People could imagine themselves being Peter Parker, some
scrawny guy, and then girls paying attention to him once hebecomes Spider-man," doletta
said. "Superheroes are here to stay
in one form or another."

PHOTO PROVIDED

RIVER ROUBAIX. a University alumnus, gathers with University students who helped him create independent Western lilm "Whitehorse Revelations"

University alumnus produces
movie based on dream vision
By Jamar Dunson
Pulse Reporter

Almost everyone has had a vision
in their dreams, but for River
Roubaix. it was one that inspired
and encouraged him to act on it
and make it a reality.
Roubaix's vision has transformed into a full-length independent Western movie, which he calls
"Whitehorse Revelations."
Originally called "White Horse,"
the film is about a young woman in
Texas who discovers a mysterious
rancher who is haunted by a white
horse, according to a synopsis of
the film.
The story came to Roubaix, who
wrote the film, from a vision, lie

wrote the plot through the voice
of the characters in his vision.
Roubaix said. Roubaix's loss of a
family member also motivated
him to write the story.
The ideal horse for his vision is
Santiago, a white Andalusian.
In order to find the horse.
Roubaix traveled to Streator, 111.
The horse is a world-famous stallion who has won awards shows
around the country and was even
owned by Budweiser at one point.
The horse in the film is a quarter million dollar Andalusian
and is now owned by Rothrock
Andalusian near Streator. Roubaix
said.
Roubaix's personal horse,
Sherman, who is also in the film,
is a stand.udhred who has been

in movies and is now a retired
racehorse.
Roubaix filmed
some of the movie in Streator,
and he filmed more of it on the
University campus.
Roubaix chose the University's
campus because he is an alumnus
and has family who attended the
University as well.
Roubaix even recruited some of
the students from the University
film department to help him produce the movie. He wanted to get
some students in the movie in
order to help them get experience
producing a film.
Some of the students hired
were assistant cameraman Larry
Marshall, editor draham Haas and
See WHITE | Page 10
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2012: Predictions for this year's best and worst films
By Nathan EMionkh
Assistant Web Editor

liked, such as "Transformers: Dark of the Moon," "The Thing"
and "The Green I Iornet."
What surprised me the most about 2011 were the nonconven
tional movies that have been nominated for Academy Awards
"The Artist," a black and white silent film, (something unusual
for this day and age,) has been nominated for Best Picture and
looks like it may walk away with the award. It's films like these
that break the conventional mold of 1 lollywood and showcase
brilliant works of cinematography! truly enjoy the risk filmmak

With (he Academy Awards jusl one week away. 1 thought this
would be a great opportunity to reflect on what 1 thought
were this past year's triumphs and flops in cinema, and look
forward to what 2012 has in store for the moviegoing masses.
There were many movies that I enjoyed in 2011 such as
"X-Mcn: First Class," "Mission: Impossible — ('.host Protocol"
and "The Muppets." Then there were movies I completely dis-

See opening night successes

Save your money
1. "Mirror Mirror"—3/30

1. "Prometheus" — 6/8
2. "The 1 lobbit: An Unexpected lourney" — 12/1-1
3. "The Avengers" — 5/4
•I. The I lunger 'James" — 3/23
5. "The Boume legacy"—8/3

2. "The Dark Knight Rises'
3. "The Raven " — 4/27
5. "Battleship"—5/18

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey"
With Peter lackson back at the helm, "The Hobbit: An
Unexpected lourney," the prequeltohis monumentally successful "bird of the Kings" trilogy, looks to be the movie to see this
holiday season. Starring Martin Freeman (Hitchhikers' Guide
to the Galaxy"). Ian McKellen ("The Uird of the Rings") and
Richard Armitage ("Captain America: The l-'irst Avenger"), the
act ion and adventure that made The Lord of the Kings" so good
looks to radiate throughout these twoprequel installments.

Trailers promote films, capture
viewer attention
Ticket sales prioritized over film interpretation, artistic elements

Explosions, flashes of horror,
one-liners — the first seems
released from a movie are
meant to build anticipation
lor -the full length film.
"If it's a big movie, the trailer
is released the year before to
plant the seed and get people
to anticipate it." said Mark
Bernard, an instructor of theatre and film at the University.
Iraileis, which are a part
of marketing for a film, are
never an afterthought in the
process of movie production.
Bernard said.
Movies are often not green
lighted without marketing
plans, Bernard said. The making of trailers is done during
the filmmaking process itself.
"leaser trailers are shot
and edited together while
the film is still being made,"
Bernard said.
Despite the processes
being paired, trailer scenes
are not an afterthought;
the movie schedule is built
around scenes for the trailer,
Bernard said.
While

directors

control

the content in the full length
film, a marketing company
usually controls the production of the trailer.
"Very raiely do they let a
director do anything with the
trailer," Bernard said. "They
would be loo artistic and want
it to be a work of art."
Iraileis aren't meant to he
art; they're just used to sell
the movie.
While trailers try to sell tickets, they can also end up misrepresenting what the film is
about, Bernard said.
"Movies are often misrepresented on purpose." Bernard
said. To try and make it look
good. People who make trailers just want to make money."
Ben \leasor. a film production major, has experienced misrepresentation of
films by their trailers. Since
then, he looks at trailers a
little differently.
"I try not to let the trailer
be the say-all about how I feel
about the movie," Measor
said.
lunior film production and
economics major Courtney
I lulton takes an interest in
how movie trailers affect the
success of a film.

1&.6"

"Movie trailers have gotten progressively longer and
raise viewers' expectations of
the film," llutton said. "Movie
trailers are a very powerful
promotional tool."
A gcxxl trailer that sells a
movie but doesn't misrepresent it needs three things.
Bernard said
The trailer needs to make
the story somewhat clear,
foreground the celebrities and
have a visual hook, he said.
"A movie trailer is nothing without a visual hook."
Bernard said. "It's the most
powerful and illusive aspect."
A visual hook should be
"iconic from the everyday,"
he continued. "It should be
the image people see in their
minds when they think of
the movie."
The Internet has changed
several things in the film
industry, Bernard said, but
has only made trailers more
important as well as more
accessible.
"With everything that's
changing in the film industry,
the addiction and interest in
trailers has not." Bernard said.
"The Internet has made trailers more popular."

February 17-19th
Bowling Green, 0H
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"Mirror Mirror"
In what looks to he possibly one of the worst movies of 2012,
"Mirror Mirror" stars up-and-coming actress lily (lollins I Ire
Blind Side") as Snow White and lulia Roberts "Pretty Woman"]
as the 1-vil Queen. The film looks as if it appeals to a younger
audience with its style of humor and gags, with Snow While
and the Huntsman" starring Kristen Stewart, Chris I lemsworth
and C.harli/e [heron coming out this summer I'd save your
money and see that film Instead
"The Dark Knight Rises"
This film is really up in the air for me. and lin sure nn opinion
will cause some controversy. With a stellar cast thai includes
Christian Bale ("The Dark Knight"), lorn Hardy ("Inception"i
and Anne Hathaway (The Devil Wears I'lada'i it has the
potential to be great. I lowever with all the hype that this film
is receiving and the standards it has to live up to, 1 don't believe
Christopher Nolan will pull it off.

Y0UTUBE
From Page 8

helped us come up will]
i he plot and storyline of the
show.'' lot said.
Kallenborn and lot play

class for school and found
inspiration.
T worked on a silent movie
called The Exchange" that
also was on my Facebook
page that people seemed to
really enjoy," he said
He continued to be
inspired after the amount of
feedback he got online.
"I then made a project
title sequence for another class and posted it on
my Facebook page too,"
Kallenborn said. T got
feedback off of this short
clip also, which made me
wonder what people would
think about cither funny
ideas I had."
He said he has been told
his ideas were really ere
alive, and once he finally put
them into action, he loved
seeing all his hard work and
creativity brought to life.
"1 love entertaining people, and making them laugh
is a highlight of all this,"
Kallenborn said.
Kallenborn didn't work
alone — his partner, senior
Russian major Misha lot,
helped with acting and camera work. The filming of the
show took place around the
city of Bowling (ireen as well
as on campus.
"We work really well
together because our ideas
go off of one another's,
which was one aspect that

two overambitious cops in
Bowling Green who detesl
crime so much they will
do whatever ii takes to
light II Kallenborn's cop
name is John Dogood and
Misha's cup name is lin hard

I lungwell.
I he videos are available
on YouTube and can be
found by searching "BGPI >."
lot said there is a series
of three videos on YouTube
now, and the fourth one is
out Friday.
We plan on having ar
leasi a series ol III videos foi
season one,' lot sard. "I lien
begin to work cm season
two.'
Although lot's major is
unrelated to film production, his plan is to move to
I lollywood one da)
"I would like to pursue a
job that has to do with movie
production because I enjoy
making people laugh from
the series we are wiH king c in
now, he said.
lot and Kallenborn had
help from friends willing
to work I heir cameraman.
freshman Matt Stiltner,
helps film every show.
"I enjoy being the cam
eraman because it's a lot
safei than being out there,
Stiltner said "Plus, it's
always funny watching my
friends make these videos."
Stiltner. as well as the rest

of the cast working on the
show, were all contacted
by Kallenborn to produce
these shocv s
"It's really nice because.
my friends donate their lime
lo help make these videos

a success. Kallenborn said,
lot said once people started hearingaboul the videos
being made, theii friends
and random fans would
ciiine lii them to donate
everything they needed lor
the videos
II was i r.i/y we didn't
have lo buy a single- thing,"
lol sard. 1 nencls and view
ers jusl started donating
liimgs we needed for our
show, which was awesome.
I have a box lull ol wigs jusl
silling in my room."
Kallenborn and lm arcalready planning their next
season and have many ideas
lm theii \ iewers
"We already have a |ioster
made, and we ate about to
make am illiei unelliat'salittle better With other unpor-

t.ini supporting actors," lot
said. 'Everyone is excited to
come hack and lilrn again."

University Village &
University Courts

WWW.Wint12rf12stbg.com
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4. "Men in Black 3" —5/25

"Prometheus"
The film that I'm probably most excited for this year is Ridley
Scott's "Prometheus." Charli/.e Therein I "Monster") and Michael
I -asshender (Inglorious liasterds") lead the way in this deep
space sci-fi horror flick as a group of scientists searching for the
origins of mankind on Earth. While Scott said the film is not
a ptequel to his genre defining "Alien" franchise, it does have
subtle hints that I'm sure fanboys everywhere will enjoy.

By DanavKing
■ Fdiloc

ers take in these releases
We also saw a big push toward 3-D film production in 2011 as
it increased more than 50 percent regardlessol poor sales compared to non-3-Dshowings, based on the number ol .1-1) movies
released in 2010 compared to 2011.
With ticket prices that are three to foul dollar, more than standard ticket prices, who can blame audiences for not attending
:t-l) movies'' Hut with the Academy Award nominees released,
and 2011 In our past, it's time to look at what 2012 has in store.

(one block
south
of campus)

Clough
Crystal Sponsor

Schedule of Events

FRIDAY
• City Park Outdoor Skating, dawn to dusk
• BGSU lea Arana Curling Bonspiel, all day
• Art« Council Art Slam, 133 E. Woostar St. 5-9
pm
• BGSU lea Arana Public Skata 7-9 pm
• Rad Cross Fire & lea, Clazel Entertainment
Venue 7-11 pm

SATMRPAY
• BGSU lea Arena Curling Bonsplel, all day
• City Park Outdoor Skating, dawn to dusk
• BGSU lea Arena Youth Hockey Games &
Pancake Breakfast, 8-11 am
• lea Garden at the Huntingdon Court Yard,
carving demo starting at 9 am, photos 3 pm
& carriage rides downtown 4-8 pm
• BG Parks Frostbite Run, City Park 11 am
• Chid A Chowder Cook Off, Vet Building at
City Park 12 2pm
• Am Council Art Slam, 133 S. Woostar St.
12-9pm
• BG Parks Snow Games, City Park 12:30-2 pm
• NCAA/ BGSU Blizzard Ban at the Basketball
Court, City Park 1-2 pm
• BGSU Man's Basketball ESPN Bracket Buster
Game at the Stroh, 2 pm

cringe

C/MUM

^^^--''I^-^

BG Teen Central Dodge Ball Tournament,
Community Center 2:30-4:30 pm
• Wood County District Public Library,
I Scream You Scream Event 3 pm
• BGSU Ice Arena Ice Skating Exhibitions
5:45-6:45 pm
• BGSU Ice Arena Public Skate 7-9 pm
• Polar Poolaza at the Art Slam,
133 E. Wooster St, 8 pm
• Grounds For Thought Jazz Concert ■ pm
• BGSU Ice Arena Open Curling 9-11 pm
SUNDAY
■ BGSU Ice Arena Curling BonspM, all day
• City Park Outdoor Skating, dawn to dusk
• Arts Council Art Slam, 133 E. Woostar St.
12-5pm
■ BG Parks Adult Cornhole Tournament #
Vet Building 1pm
• Be Healthy Now Wellness Fair at Woodland
Mall 1-5 pm
■ Shivers & Smores Scavenger Hunt at the
Wintergarden Nature Perserve 2 pm
• BGSU lea Arena Public Skate 3:30-5:30 pm
• ACT BG Spaghetti Fundraiser at BGHS,
4-7 pm (carry-out available)
m,
• UAO Movie Event BGSU Student
Andui
Union, 9:30 pm
On *,„ rtxxik

&

Mercer

OPEN HOUSE
Visit our Model apartments
Saturday Nov. 20th
11 am - 3 pm

(419)352-0164
e-mail: rentals@universityapartments.us
www.universityapartments.us (for office hours)
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New silent film
revives genre
"The Artist" increases interest, provides opportunity
By Madeline Fening
• ■porter

ByAbbyW.I«h
Pulse Reporter
lor Michael k'allenborn, one big joke turned into
something much larger than be expected
The joke was based off of an experience KaUenborn
had with a friend involving law enforcement and
led him to produce videos that overdramatized
the experience.
"1 was bored the last two days of exams last

I he release nl I lie silent film " I he
Artist" allows modern day nun
iegoers a chance lo experience
film history.
"I'm hoping that those who see
The Artist' will be motivated to
explore silent films," said Brett
I li Men, associate curator of the < lish
Film rheater. "Introducing a new
generation of moviegoers to film's
important, historii past is critical in
im eyes."
" I he Artist," which has earned
ID Academy Award nominations,
including Best Picture, isn't just a
im i\ H. Inn an opportunity
"Nol only does the Artist'l open
up opportunities for them to broaden
their understanding and apprecia
lion of film as an artistic medium, ii
helps encourage discussions about
lilm as a i omplex. creative process,
as well as a multi-hillii in dollar industry," llnldcnsaid.
Mat Oleksiak, a junior, had positive things lo say about the new
silent lilm.
"I thought The \rtist'was a pretty
good movie," Oleksiak said "li was
funny, and I liked how they tried to
ii'MM.iniildei style."
Actors dining the silem era were
making the transition from the
iheatei stage lo the silvei screen,
hiinging along stage-oriented aci
ingtechniques, said Mark Mem,ml.
inslructoi ol theatre anil lilm ai
tin' University.
I he techniques were drastical
I) different from Ihe internalized
methods used today. I lie combination ol stage actors and silem restriclions produced a style ofai ting thai
focused on facial expressions and

semesiei and said. 'Why don't we make a video for
fun?" kalli-nbmtaaid.
Kalli'nborn,%MDioi film production major at
the Umw'isityvbfjgaii making funny videos with
a comic iwistSthat'piggybacked off a personal
experience
He became interested in film production when
he stancd in experience filmmaking in a film
,-eYOUTuBE
MOUV MCFADDlN

larger than life gestures for greater
emphasis, Bernard said.
Actors In the world of film today
have developed a style of acting thai
embodies real life behavior rather
than Ihe dramatic theatrical methi ids silent acti II s were required to use.
Onscreen mleililles. or text to
explain plot details in silent films,
allowed the viewer lo follow iheploi
easiei and also showcase the first
glimpse of script writing in film.
Bernard said
Ihe lack of sound did not inhibit
filmmakers bin allowed them to
develop what Bernard refers to as
"a grammar lhai was sophisticated
and metaphors thai relied on editing techniques."
I he combination of the lack of
sound and addition of texi requires
more from the audience than what
current moviegoers are accustomed to,
"li was always a snuggle, with
my Introduction to lilm History
Students, lo keep them engaged,"
Bei nard said." I hey wen' constantly icxiing. which made it impossible
to follow a film with no sound.
Oleksiak found no trouble when
watching" I he Artist."
It wasn't at all haul lo follow;
I used lo lie a lilm major so I've
had experience with silent films,"
Oleksiak said
Ihe Gish can offer students
the option to view silent films on
campus.
lot mine information on screen
ings visit www.bgsu.edu/gish,
"Oneoi the films jusi might have
a profound impact upon how the
audience] \ iew film, themselves 01
maybe even our world in general,"
Holilen saiil.

ovies make comic books
datable to new audience
On-screen adaptations of heroes earn high profits
ByTaraKellc.

in ihe past few years, more comic
book superheroes are lumping off
the page and onto Ihe big screen
111,111 e\el Inline

Movie studios like Marvel arc
some ol ihe players responsible foi
adapting popular comic hooks lo
film and earning a record breaking profit, said Lucas Ostrowski, an
in.ii II loi in ihe theatre and lilm
departmem, I Ins trend is reinIroducing i omii hunks m a big
gel iniini 11 and helping the lilm
industry at ihe same nine
"( i >iiiii s deal with universal
themes like evil trying lo attack,"
iIstrowski said "like all stories,
ihev have a beginning, middle
and end"

Although the superhero comics
feature i harai lers with enhanced
abilities, the publii alions are still
relatable lo children and adults
alike I Istrowski said.
Nol all ni us are millionaire
playboys like Batman," Ostrowski
said. Bui we all u.uil lo do our
pail In help out. We've all been
downtrodden"
I he advani ed technology that
todays mimes have make the
comic lo film translations mine
successful at adapting the i harac
ters, l Istrowski said.
"This new movie making technology at luall) makes stipeihe
ro things happen said Charles
Coletta, an instructor in the popular culture department. "People
are now really responding to
these heroes."
Although the basis ol the stories
originated in comic hooks, filmmakers can add their own artistic
spin to Ihe series, Ostrowski said.
"Filmmakers are inspired by

comic hooks." Ostrowski said.
" I his isn't mindless entertainment Ihev re thinking about it
as a story art. and it's an an form
based on money
in addition to already popular superheroes like Batman,
Superman and Spidei man who
have been introduced tin-film,
new comic hook characters have
recently made theii way onscreen,
"Five years ago. people didn't
know who Iron Man was. Coletta
said. "Now everybody knows
Robert I inunev li played bun in
the movie
Although the IWO "Iron Man
movies wen' successful al the
box office, lesser known super
hero comics don't translate well
onscreen and make a profit.
Ostrowski said.
suit ess depends on how
cinematic Ihe characters are.
Ostrowski said, "ihe Green
Lantern' wasn't worth the price.
II Stuck loo closely In the source
material."
Sophomore Steve lamiano said
he read some comic books when
he was younger, but now prefers
the movie versions,
I he movies are more realislit. I aniiano said." I here's more
of a demand for them. People
aren't going to buy comic books
nowadays."
Whether the superhero tale is
being lold in comic book formal
or in a movie version, people will
slill find them interesting and
relatable.
People could imagine themselves being Peter Parker, some
scrawny guy, and then girls paying attention to him once he
becomes Spider-man," Coletta
said. "Superheroes are here to stay
in one form or another."

RIVER ROUBAIX. i

gathers with Unn

PHOTO PROVIDtD
vpendeni Western tilnTWhitehorseReveialiuns"

University alumnus produces
movie based on dream vision
By J.iiu.ii Diui'.nn

Pulse Reporter
Almost everyone has had a vision
in their dreams, bin for River
Houbaix. it was one that inspired
and encouraged him lo act on it
and make it a reality.
Roubaix's vision has transformed into a lull-length independent Western movie, which he calls
"Whilehorse Revelations."
Originally called "White Horse,"
l he film is about a young woman in
Texas who discovers a mysterious
rancher who is haunted by a white
horse, according to a synopsis of
the film.
The story came to Houbaix. who
wrote the film, from a vision. He

wrote ihe plot through the voice
of the characters in his vision,
Houbaix said. Houbaix's loss til a
family membet also motivated
him lo write ihe story.
The ideal horse for his vision is
Santiago, a while Andalusian
in order lo find the horse,
Houbaix traveled to Slreator, III.
I'he horse is a world-famous stallion who has won awards shows
around the country and was even
owned by Budweiser at one point.
The horse in the film is a quarlei million dollar Andalusian
and is now owned by Hothrock
Andalusian nearStreator, Houbaix
said.
Houbaix's personal horse,
Sherman, who is also in the film,
is a standardised who has been

in movies and is now a retired
racehorse.
Houbaix filmed
some of Ihe movie in Streator,
and he filmed more of it on Ihe
University campus.
Houbaix chose the University's
campus because he is an alumnus
and has family who attended the
University as well.
Houbaix even recruited some of
the students from the University
film department to help him produce the movie, lie wanted to get
some students in the movie in
order to help them get experience
producing a film.
Some of the students hired
were assistant cameraman larry
Marshall, editor Graham I iaas and
See WHITE | Page 10
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2012: Predictions for this year s best and worst films
By Nathan Elekonich

■

'

liked, such as "Transformers: Dark of the Moon, I'he Thing"
and "The Green Hornet"
What surprised me the most about 2011 wen- the nonconvet 1
lional movies that have been nominated lor Academy Awards
The Artist." a black and white silent film, (something unusual
for this day and age,) has been nominated for Best Picture and
looks like it may walk away with the award It's films like these
that break the conventional mold of Hollywood and showi asc
brilliant works of cinematography. I truly enjoy the riskfilmmak

: Hum

Wiili the Academy Awards just one week away, I thought this
would be a great opportunity to reflect on what 1 thought
were this pas) year's triumphs and Hops in cinema, and look
forward to what 2012 has in store for the moviegoing masses.
There were many movies thai I enjoyed in 2011 such as
X Men: I iisl Class.' "Mission: Impossible — Ghost Protocol"
and "The Muppets." lhrn there were movies i completely dis-

See opening night successes

Save your money

I. "Prometheus"—fi/H
2 "fhcllobbilAii Unexpected Journey" — 12/U
3. The Avengers" —!)/•!
I. "The I lunger! iames"—3/23
5," I he Bourne legacy"—8/3

1. "Mirror Mirror" —3/30
2. The Dark Knight Rises"
3. The Raven"
1/27
•I. "Men in black 3"
5/25
5. "Battleship
5/18

"ProiiH'theus"
The film that I'm probably most excited for this year is Hidley
Scott's "Prometheus." (lharli/.e I heron 1 "Monsier I and Mi( hael
Fassbendei ("Inglorious Basterds") lead the way in this deep
spac e si 1 li In 111111 Hick as a group of scientists searching for the
origins ol mankind on Earth, While Scotl said the film is noi
a prequel lo his genre defining Alien"' franchise. 11 docs have
subtle hints that I'm sure fanboys everywhere will enjoy.
The llobbit: An Unexpected Journey"
With Peter lackson hack at the helm. "The Hobbit: An
Unexpected Journey," the prequel to his monumentally successful "Lord of the Kings'' trilogy, looks to be the movie to see this
holiday season. Starring Martin Freeman ("Hitchhikers' Guide
to the Galaxy"), Ian McKellen (The lord of the Kings' 1 and
Richard Armitage ["( aptain America: I'he l-irst Avenger"), the
action and adventure that made The Lord of the Rings" so good
looks to radiate throughout these two prequel installments.

Trailers promote films, capture
viewer attention
Ticket sales prioritized over film interpretation, artistic elements
By D.I IMP King

l.\plosions, flashes of horror,
one liners
ihe first scenes
released from a movie are
meani 10 huild anticipation
for the full-length film.
Tfit's a big movie, the trailer
is released the yeat before to
plain Ihe seed and gel people
in antii ipate it," said Mark
Bernard, an instructoi ol the
atre and film ai the University,
trailers, which are ,1 pan
of marketing for a film, are
nevei an afterthoughl in Ihe
process ol movie production,
Bernard said.
Movies are often not greenlighted without marketing
plans, Bernard said, ["he making of trailers is done during
ihe filmmaking process itsell
" leaser trailers are shot
and ediled together while
the film is slill being made.
Bernard said.
Despite the processes
being paired, trailer scenes
are not an afterthought;
the movie schedule is built
around scenes for the trailer,
Bernard said.
While directors control

ihe content in ihe full-length
film, a marketing company
usually controls the production ol ihe trailer.
"Very rarely do they let a
direcim do anything with the
trailer," Bernard said "They
would be too artistic and warn
it to be a work of art"
Irailers aren't meant to he

art; they're jusi used to sell
the movie
While trailers try to sell tick
eis. they can also end up misrepresenting what the film is
about. Bernardsaid.
"Movies are often misrepresented on purpose," Bernard
said. To try and make it look
good People who make trailers just want tu make money."
Ken Measor, a film production major, has experienced misrepresentation of
films by their irailers. Since
then, he looks at trailers a
little differently.
"I try not to let the trailer
be the say-all about how 1 feel
ahoul Ihe movie." Measnr
said.
Junioi film production and
economics major Courtney
lliitton takes .\n interest in
how movie trailers affect the
success of a film.

Movie trailers have got
ten progressively longei and
raise viewers expectations of
the film," lluiton said. "Movie
trailers are a very powerful
promotional tool"
A good trailei dial sells a
movie hut doesn't misrepresent ii needs three things.
Bernardsaid
Ihe trailer needs to make
ihe story somewhal dear,
foreground the celebrities and
have a visual hook, he said
"A movie nailer is nothing Without a visual hook."
Bernard said. "It's the mosl
powerful and illusive aspect."
A visual hook should he
"iconic from the everyday,"
he continued. "It should be
the image people see in their
minds when they think of
ihe movie."
Ihe Internet has changed
several ihings in ihe film
industry. Bernard said hm
has only made trailers more
important as well as more
accessible.
"With everything that's
changing in the film industry,
the addiction and Interest in
trailers has not," Bernard said
"The Internet has made trailers more popular."

• sa -\-^r>>
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ers take in these releases,
We also saw a big push toward I Dfilmprodui lion inZOU as
11 increased more than JO pen em regardless ol pool sales compared to non 11) showings, b ised on the numbei ol ', I) movies
released in 2010 compared to 2011.
With ticket prices that are three to fout dollars more than standard in kei p
s. who 1 an blame audieni es foi not attending
il) movies' Kui with the Ai ademy Award nominees released,
and ::ni 1 in our past, it's time to kxil .11 what 2012 has in store.

"Mirror Mirror"
In what looks to be possibh one of Ihe worsl movies ol 2012
"Milrot Mirror' si ars up-and coming actress lJlyQillins I'he
Blind Side") as Snow White and Julia Roberts "Pretty Woman'
as the F.vil Queen. The film look- as il H appeals in 1 younget
audience with its style ol humoi .ind gags With Snow While
and the i lunisman' slai ring Kristen Mew,111,( hrisl lemsworth
and Chariize rheron coming oui this summei I'd stive youi
monej and see that film msie.nl
"I'he Dark Knighl Rises"
This film is really up in 1 he an im me, and I'm sure rm, opinion
will cause some controversy With a stellar casi that includes
Christian Bale ("The Dark Knight"), lorn I lardy 1 Inceptkin
and Anne Hathaway ("The Devil Wears Prada"] ii lias the
potential to he greai. Howevei with all the hype that this film
is receiving and the standards ii has to live up to, 1 don'i behove
i hristophet Nolan will pull il off.

YOUTUBE
From Paqe 8
class for school and found
inspiration.
"I worked on a silent movie
called "Ihe Exchange" thai
also was mi my Facebook
page thai people seemed lo
really enjoy," he said.
lie continued to be
inspired aliei the amount ol
feedback he gol online.
"I then made ,1 projei 1
title sequence for anoth
er class and posted il on
my Facebook page loo,"
Kallenborn said
I got
feedback off ol this slum
clip also, which made me
wonder what people would
think about

other

funny

ideas I had

He said he lias been mid
his ideas were really c re
ative.andom e he finally pui
them into action, he loved
seeing all his hard work and
creativity brought to life.
I love entertaining pen
pie. and making them laugh
is a highlight of all this."
Kallenborn said,
Kallenborn didn'l work
alone — his partner, senior
Russian major Misha Tot,
helped with acting and camera work. I'he filming of the
show look place around the
city of Bowling Green as well
as on campus.
"We work really well
together because our ideago off of one another's,
which was one aspect that

helped us i nine up with
the plot and storyline <>! the
show.' lot said
Kallenborn and lot play
two overambitious 1 ops in
Bowling * ireen who detest
c nine so mm h they will
do whatevei 11 take- 10
iiglu it. Kallenborn
name is |ohn Dogood and

Misha'scop name is Richard
llungwell
I in- videos are available
on Youlube and can be
found by searching "Btil'l 1
loi -aid there i- ,1 series
ol three \ idcos on YouTube
now, and Ihe fourth one ioui Fri I
We plan on having al
least .1 series oi Hi videos foi
season one. Ibi said, I hen
begin in worl on season
two."
Although lot's majoi is
unrelated 10 film produi
tion, hi- plan is to move to
I lollywood one day
I would like to pursue a

job thai has to do with movie
plndlH tn ill bet .iiise 1 ell|o\
making people laugh from
Ihe series we are working on
now. he said.
Ini and Kallenborn had
help from friends willing
In work I hen cameraman.
freshman Matl Stillner,
help- I1I111 every show
"1 enjoj being the cam
eraman because it's a Im
safei 1I1.in being oui there."
Stiltnei said
'Plus, il always funny watching my

ol ih,
ne mi the
show, wen- all 1 nnt,11 led
h\ Kallenborn to pn
these -:

"It's really nice bi
nn friends donate theii time
in help make these videos
a -11c cc— Kallenborn said.
I'ol -.mimic e people started hearing about ihe \ ideos
■ iends
m
c nine

1.111-

would

In them lo di

the \ id
It w.i

.1

didn'l

ngle thing."
lot -..nit I miicl- and view
usl sta
things in needed loi out
-bow. ivhii h was awe
I have a box lull oi wigs 111-1
sitting in my room
kallenborn and I'ol are
ad) planning then next
season and have man)
ii viewers
We already have a poster
made, and we are about lo
makeanolhei one that's a little betiei with nthei important supporting ac tors, lot
said. 1 veryoni 1- exi ited 10
c ome bat k and Mini again "

It lend- make these \ jdeos
Stiltnei as well IIS the te-l
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Schedule of Events
FRIDAY
• City Park Outdoor Skating. dawn to dusk
• BGSU Ice Arena Curling Bonspiel, all day
• Arts Council Art Slam, 133 E. Wooster St. 5-9
pm
• BGSU Ice Arena Public Skate 7-9 pm
• Red Cross Fire & Ice, Clazel Entertainment
Venue 7-11 pm

SATURPAY
• BGSU Ice Arena Curling Bonspiel, all day
• City Park Outdoor Skating, dawn to dusk
• BGSU Ice Arena Youth Hockey Games &
Pancake Breakfast, 8-11 am
• Ice Garden at the Huntington Court Yard,
carving demo starting at 9 am, photos 3 pm
& carriage rides downtown 4-8 pm
• BG Parks Frostbite Run, City Park 11 am
• Chill & Chowder Cook Off, Vet Building at
City Park 12 2pm
• Arts Council Art Slam, 133 S. Wooster St.
12-9 pm
• BG Parks Snow Games, City Park 12:30-2 pm
• NCAA/ BGSU Blizzard bad at the Basketball
Court, City Park 1 -2 pm
• BGSU Man's Basketball ESPN Bracket Buster
Game at the Stroh, 2 pm

vkfc«taqe (W*
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• BG Teen Central Dodge Ball Tournament,
Community Center 2:30-4:30 pm
■ Wood County District Public Library,
I Scream You Scream Event 3 pm
■ BGSU Ice Arena Ice Skating Exhibitions
S:4S-6:45 pm
• BGSU Ice Arena Public Skate 7-9 pm
• Polar Poolaza at the Art Slam,
133 E. Wooster St 8 pm
• Grounds For Thought Jazz Concert ■ pm
• BGSU Ice Arena Open Curling 9-11 pm
SUNDAY
• BGSU Ice Arena Curling Bonspiel, all day
• City Park Outdoor Skating, dawn to dusk
• Alts Council Art Slam, 133 E. Wooster St.
12-Spm
• BG Parks Adult Cornhole Tournament #>
Vet Building 1 pm
• Be Healthy Now Wellness Fair at Woodland
Mall 1-3 pm
• Shivers & Smores Scavenger Hunt at the
Wintargarden Nature Perserve 2 pm
• BGSU Ice Arena Public Skate 3:30-5:30 pm
• ACT BG Spaghetti Fundraiser at BGHS,
4-7 pm (carry-out available)
_
• UAO Movie Event BGSU Student
~*M
Union, 9:30 pm
„ i^book

OPEN HOUSE
Visit our Model apartments
Saturday Nov. 20th
11 am - 3 pm

(419)352-0164
e-mail: rentals@universityapartments.us
www.universityapartments.us (for office hours)

PULSE
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WHITE
From Page 8

Kenneth Starner, special
effects.
"We are currently working on the trailer, and so far
it has been going smoothly,"
Haas said.
He is excited about how the
scenes have come together
as well.
"Putting the scenes
together has been the best
part of this project," Haas
said. "We had very expensive camera equipment, and
rented very expensive lenses

remove the lock on God and
mortality?"
Roubaix said the trailer
should be made within
a few weeks, and the film
should be out in August or
September.
To get a sneak peak of the
film and teaser, go to the
YouTube links http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=uoYA
HXe9n9c&feature=fvsr and
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Kfux7XDxp_0.
Visit the website www.
whitehorserevelations.com
to see pictures, cast and crew
and updates on "Whitehorse
Revelations."

for the camera which gives it
a film-like appearance."
As a whole, Roubaix feels
the movie is going great so
far, and once it's finally finished they will get to see his
vision put into action.
"The quality of audacity, for good or for bad, best
describes the film 'White
Horse,'" Roubaix said. "Let
me entertain you as I overstep the boundaries of good
and evil with no shame."
The film asks the questions: "Is the human race
nothing more than God's
little sheep waiting to be
slaughtered?" And "who will

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix
1 Some museum pieces
2 Its atomic number is 10
3 Turn about

4 Glowing, as coals

CHECK ONLINE THIS WEEKEND FOR:
ACROSS

NATHAN ELEKONICH'S

ERIN COX'S

1 Removes, as a backpack from
one's shoulder
Described n letters
4
Flock tender
3
Style eschewing heavy sauces 4&
Was Grinch-like, in a way
55
Trattoria olfenng
*7
Pros with schedules
Assemblage
Pillow stuff
58
Fab
59
1840S-50S anlislavery party
Symbol of Middle America
Brain cramp, so to speak
Like Schoenberg's 'Moses und
Aron'
38 Enjoying the mall, say
39 Wyoming's „ Range
40 Pride of the pumped-up
41 Wagnerian title?
42 Indiana senator who retired in
2011

review of the movie

review of the movie

9
14
17
18
19
20
22
26
27
32
34
35
37

"Ghost Rider"

"This Means War"

MEANS
HOOttOGOSTMitOM

5 Bsner's Disney successor
6 Livingstone explored it
7 Crown in the Henry VIII
era, e.g.
8 Only nonrhyming ghost in
Ms. Pac-Man
9 Dos into doce
10 _ Robles, California 30 More luxuriant
11 Drop a line, maybe
31 Film that often
12 Advanced
includes drawings
13Bignamein34-Down 33 Dramatist O'Casey
15'Bug off!*
34 Some email receivers
16Aparicioof
36 Opposite of 47-Down
Cooperstown
40 Clipper airlines
21 Musical based on an 42 Pro follower
O'Hara novel
43 Casino conveniences
22 Key of the last
44 Indian tea
Brandenburg concerto 45 Look after
23 Declaim
46 OB Jim Kelly was its
24 Stop on a line
1984 MVP
25 Not open-ended, as a 47 Immaculate
question
49 Use the hammock
26 Flexible weapon
50 Like some traditions
27 Appeals
51 Trace
28 Brio
52 1930s- 40s mystery
29 Nice sibling
film scene stealer
53 Part of le visage
54 To be, to Tiberius
Do something about
56 GPS determination
Island classic
1926 novel set in Pamplona
1970s Patrick Duffy title
A l\l S W E R S
character who can breathe
underwater
3 1 V 1 1 1 " ID
Move sneakily
D 1 a 1 S
S 1 I N V 1
11 0 a i N V r>
Revealing
H n s 3 H 1
S 3 s 1 0 0 5
3 0 V H 0 1 <

3 3

MEGAN KRAFT'S
fashion column on
Ponchos

Classified Ads
•419-372-6977
The BG Newt will nor knowingly
accept ndverllsemenu thai dlacrlmlnaie, or encourage discrimination against any Individual or
group on Ihc basis of race, iex,
color, creed, religion, national
origin, sexual orientation, disability, until* a* a veteran, or on
the hail* of any other legally proin red .'.nil

ERIN COX'S
local profile on the band
Black Market Children
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Interested in writing about local entertainment?
Then you NEED to write for The Pulse!
Email thenews® BGNews.com and you could see your name in print!

2BR upper duplex apt. W/O. A/C,
all appl. incl, $550/mo, yr lease.
$550 sec dep, call 419-352-7092.

4BR houses, 2 car garage,
W/D, AC, 1 yr lease.
avail May or Aug, $1200/mo.
949 Scott Hamilton, 138 Williams
Call 419-654-9512.

HOUSES close to campus!
May 2012-2013, 2 Orchard. 3BR,
1/2 block from campus. $950/mo
Call 419-352-6064 or
www.froboserentals.com

5 BR. 2 Bath, requires 5 renters.
2000 sq ft, kitchen w/ appl,
w/d hookup. Avail Aug. 2012,
l2mo Lease. $l250/mo.
Call Anne at 419-722-1371
or e-mail: ar|ck.etB'8wgh,rr,C0fn,

May -12 month leases
230 N. Enterprise -1br - $375/mo.
809 Fifth St - 3br - S855/mo.
845 Third St - 3br - $930/mo.
www.BGApartmente.com
419-352-8917

5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, $1150/mo.
Avail Aug 2012 - year lease.
Call 354-2731 or 352-1584.

Must see! 4BR, 2 bth apt /3BR.
1 bth apt,newer carpet, small pets

2 & 3 BR apts & townhouses,
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th Sts
Leases for May & August,
SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE!
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudleyrentals.com
2 BR apt, unfurn, half block from
BGSU. $550/mo, mcl gas & utlls.
Avail May 15, call 419-601-3108.

1 BR apts, near campus,
Avail Fall 2011, S475/mo, utlls mcl
Call 419-352-5882

20112-13 S Y Leases:
3BR house, W/D, central air,
dishwasher, $700/mo.
Avail May 15, 2012.
2 upper apts In house w/ shared
bath, S275/mo & $350/mo.
Call 419-601-3225 for more Info!

3 BR house for rent, includes
W/D, very close to campus,
avail now! Call 419-731-3800.
3 BR house w/ bonus room,
avail June! $1200/mo ♦ utlls.
Call 419-654-5716.
3 BR house,unfurn,139 S College
S900/mo. inclds. gas. dep. req.
Avail. 6/15/12, year lease.
Call 419-601-3108.
311 Ridge - Nice 3 BR home,
available Fall 2012.
Call 419-352-5882.
3BR houses on Troupe avail,
5BR houses on Summit & College
Call 419-308-0736 for more Info.

2BR house • nlcel Near campus,
Avail Fall, $750/mo
Call 419-352-5882

3BR apt, near campus/downtown.
Avail Fall, ssoo/mo mils. Incl.
Call 419-352-5882.

2BR upper apt w/ secluded deck,
646 Wallace Ave. $525/mo +utiis
Call 419-352-3139.

3BR, 2000 sq ft home. W/D,
4 blcks from BGSU, 12 mo lease,
Aug to Aug. $1100/mo ♦ utils.
Call 419-601-0044 for more info.

Efllc. apt, half block from BGSU,
$300/mo includes electric & gas.
Dep. req, avail Aug 15, yr lease.
Call 419-801-3108.
HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT
Now leasing for 2012-2013 s.y.
1 12 BR apts, S375-S650TOO
Call 419-3548036 for more Info!
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Special Notices

Bartending, up to S300/day.
No exp needed, training crse.
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174.
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• Furnished
^'vJaS,
• 2 Full Baths
• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET
GREENBRIAR, INC.
»Laundry on site

• ■-.■ Illl...»
I
I
I

,Mr. Frog is at rt aooJn oh...-

'

.'The Frog and the Rain

»

Select Units Have:
•Air Conditioning
•Gas Log Fireplace
•Tile Floors

a Backyard Mystery*

11
Available at Ben Franklin
*,
t Visit: www.backyardniystery.com for more e
* • » 0 , 11 .Backyard Mystery Fun!I »,»,•»,■,

•Carports
,w coodrtt°mr'a

11 H '

1BR Studio apt.
all utilities paid, $400mo.
322 E Court St, #1
Call 419-352-8917
www.BGApartments.com
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Days Inn now hiring
tor front desk position, all shifts.
No calls, apply in person
at 1740 E. WoosterSt, BO.

1*2 Bedroom Apertmente
Free Heat & Water!
Large PattOI Pet Friendly!
(419)353-7715
www.varertysquareapts. com

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUNI
8AVE MONEY!
Maine camp needs fun loving
counselors to teach all land,
adventure. & water sports.
Call 888-844-8080 or
apply at: campcedar com

0
0 3

For Rent

"houses & apts almost full 12-13,
321 E. Merry, 5/6 BR, 6 allowed.
Also very close apis, rmo & effic
cartyrentals.com / 419-353-0325

■ Voko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers. Flex, hrs, only
15-20 minutes from BO. 90*/. of
past serveri are from BG8U!
Apply In person at:
465 W Dussel Dr, Maumee, OH.
(419)893-2290
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For Rent

For Rent

Help Wanted

,

1

For Rent

Campus Events

Something different every night at
Grumpy Dave's Publ
Mondays - play EUCHRE
Tuesday-Professional Comedians
Wednesdays ■ Hump Day Revue
Thursdays - Open Mic
Fridays - Happy Hours 4-9pm
Bards at 10pm
Saturdays - KARAOKE all night!
www.grumpydavespub.com

.._—_

»
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For Rent

Work PT, earn FT pay,
perfect for studentsi
Call 614-622-2309 fpr more info.

Personals

_

1 0
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Help Wanted

Seeking after-school 4 in-home
care for child in BG area, 3-8pm,
must have car Call 419-806-6691

Summer Job Fair
Thursday. March 1, 11am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom

.—

a
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AMANDA MCGUIRE RZICNEKS
Food Column
___

i*T
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$49.00
Per Person

& internet
bundle plan
saves me
a ton of
money'.

■lestrtctions

Starting at
$675/mom
+ Utilfti*»

Can't afford it?
Let us pay for it.
> FREE Basic Cable

Greenbriar, Inc.

(419) 352-0717

> FREE DVD Library

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Check out our website

wwwjneccabg.com
See us on Facebook

Management Inc.

> FREE High Speed Inttmet

1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH
419.353.5800

> 24 Hr Maintenance

> FREE Water*. Trash

> 3 Laundromats

> FREE Resident Shuttle

> 2 Swimming Pools

> FREE Gas (Heat Water, Cooking)

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

